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Quirky Bride & Groom
A quirky or image pose both bride & groom smiling. Copy that
goes with image: Wedding Confdence Copy to accompany image:
*So your lobster entree doesn’t make you wish those “kiss the
bride” moments were “miss the bride” moments.

U.S. Women's Soccer Team Ticker Tape Parade in
NYC
Right now a ticker tape parade is happening in NYC for the
USWST. I would love a picture of that for our 2016 diversity
calendar (go to diversitycalendar.com to see the 2015 example).
We need a creative, dynamic picture that people would like to see
for a month in their offce or on their screen. It must be royalty
free, model released, at least 3000px on the smallest dimension.
Yea team!

Stunning Tourist Shots
We are looking for beautiful travel images with a model released
(or unrecognizable model) tourist element - please NO
destination shots without people in them will be suitable. The
image should invite you in and clearly make you want to be there
representing the very best and/or beautiful interesting things the
destination has to offer or experience. Travellers should not
appear to be just sitting – they need to be doing something.
Preferably something interesting. The images should not be posed
or stocky just a snap shot of a beautiful moment in that. Images
should be thoughtfully lit/treated, professionally shot and stylish in
their composition. Locations should be instantly recognizable.
Please do NOT include any images from any other destinations as
they will just be rejected. Mix of countryside and cities (10 fnal
images required) The destinations required are: -Australia - North
America - We want an image that has a view ie: people on a
rooftop - UK – London, Glasgow, Newcastle, Manchester,
Birmingham - France – Paris, Lyon, Nice - Italy – Rome, Bologna,
Venice, Milan - Turkey Istanbul Africa (including safaris) (3 x fnal
images required) - Cape town - Nairobi - Lagos - Accra - Durban Cairo Far East 9 x total: Mix of beaches and cityscapes. (9 fnal
images required) - Indonesia (1)– Bali beaches - Japan (x2) –
Osaka, Tokyo - China (x2) – Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou Vietnam (x2) – mix of relax/spas and cities - Thailand (x1) Bangkok, Phuket - Malaysia (x1)- KL Indian Ocean 4 x total: Indian
Ocean (total x 4 images) - Maldives – Male - Seychelles - Mauritius

Silhouette of man against city skyline
male, silhouetted against city skyline. Image needs to feel
serene/contemplative/convey a sense of calm in the hustle and
bustle of the city.

World Backgrounds Not Easily Identifable
This is a new campaign based on projections for an investment
company. The frst ads are designed to dramatise their endline
“The Real World Investors” - hence we are looking for a range of
real-world backgrounds to project the slogan on to. (In most
cases, this will be achieved using retouching.) It could be projected
onto a skyscraper in a cityscape or on a cliff in the countryside. Or
maybe onto a more classic building or on the side of a factory.
However, the challenge is to fnd backgrounds with a generic feel,
that cannot be readily identifed as a specifc company or country.
(There are a few examples attached which have been chosen to
show the kind of projections we envisage, rather than fulflling this
brief.)

Child Drinking Water
I'm working on a PSA for a government project which seeks to get
kids off sugary drinks and to start drinking more water. I'm looking
for shots of kids, between the ages of 5 and 13 drinking water. A
broad ethnic range is desirable. Kids can be drinking from
fountains, glasses, sports bottles etc. I can't show any imagery that
has kids drinking out of disposable plastic bottles - drinking vessels
need to be reusable and environmentally friendly. This initiative
will run all year. The client is hoping for images that will
compliment sping/summer and fall/winter.

Musicians On Stage, Mid-Performance
Photography is all about capturing the emotion and motion of a
heightened moment - for both the musician performing and the
audience - bringing the two closer together than they have ever
been. This new brand is all about the audience experiencing music
the way the artist intends. What it is - visceral, tactical,
atmospheric, passionate, up-close, real, in the moment What it is
not - glossy, studio based, over posed, distant The imagery should
be powerful and make the audience feel something. Photography
to be used as a integral part of marketing and branding collateral
for a new start up music brand that is set to revolutionise the live
music experience

Humorous Yet Stressful Situations On Public
Transport
We are looking for images of stressful (yet humorous) situations
on public transportation - preferably bus/train/underground
(subway) with the tag line 'Stay Strong' Images have to be large
format.

30 - 50 Year Old Women in New York- Reportage
Lifestyle
Looking for reportage or lifestyle imagery of women out in New
York city (day or night). The focus of should be the environment
and has to be in NYC. Women should be aged 30 - 50,
fashionable, aspirational. Color or black and white. ***Must have
talent + location releases.

Unique, Abstract, Beach & Water
We are looking for interesting, quirky, fun, and unexpected beach
photography for guest rooms for a hotel in Florida. The color
palette should be either vibrant colors mixed with chromes, or
muted, bronzy metals with rosy undertones.

Man in Antarctica
- Male, in his 50s - Preferably not showing his face but rather
looking out at the view - We don't want that person to be doing
anything too physical such as rowing a kayak or trekking up a
mountain. They're simply admiring the scenery - either from a
boat or standing on land/snow. - We don't want the shot to look
too cold (strange request, I know). What I mean is that we want a
clear blue sky with plenty of sunshine rather than dark and gloomy
clouds. - The person can be part of a group but have a clear focus
on one person. The shot may only show the one person. Either
one is fne.

CROWD SHOT from the 2015 New Look Wireless
Festival
See the ref image - (We love it but it's not available) The image
we'd like would ideally be an evening shot, with lots of cool
lighting and perhaps freworks like the reference. It needs to be a
wide shot of the stage, so quite far back in the crowd so that we
can add camera moves/pans/zooms.

Thriving African Businesses
We require images that show African businesses thriving across
the following sectors : Infrastructure, Telecoms, Financial Services,
Extractives, and agribusinesses. Although these are our main
sectors good pictures from other sectors like car rental are all fne
to use. The pictures should show established businesses or
businesses, so when you look at these pictures there is a sense of
inspiration and success. There is also an element of our initiative
connecting international business with local businesses, so if there
are pictures of an white business man negotiating or engaging with
a black business person, that will also be great. Finally we will be
providing training to businesses through our capacity building
programme, so if there are pictures of a dynamic workshop,
where it clearly shows training or a business type holding up a
certifcate. All recognisable faces and places should be released for
commercial use

SRI LANKA - Specifc Places (See List)
I'm looking for images of the following places in Sri Lanka: - Lake
Koggala - Kabalana Beach - Kaema Sutra in Colombo - restaurant Cafe Ceylon behind Kabalana beach for jumbo prawns and oysters
- Stick no Balls - poster gallery in Galle Fort - Why Beach in
Thalpe for beachside Italian food - Mimimango - for chic
resortwear (also has a raw food and juice bar) - Galle Fort - the
dutch architecture

Multigenerational Family Having Family Italian
Dinner
An Italian-food family dinner, indoors. Not shot overhead. People
not looking at camera. Natural. Not a holiday. In their home.

60-67 Year Old Doing Something Fearless
Criteria's are: -featuring at least one adult 60-67 — visual age is
important as well, making sure not too young or too old – the
sweet spot is 65 -could be a couple, a grandparent, with a group of
friends, or alone. -must be doing something fearless we can write a
“FEARLESS IS” headline to. Some ideas: -being active: playing
sports (pickup football, soccer, tennis, etc), running, kayaking,
-being creative: cooking, making art, woodworking, working in a
garage -being bold: exploring, hiking, having inherent personality
-would be ideal to see a face, but open to facing away from camera
as well - Caucasian preferred.

Cooking in a Modern Kitchen, Focus on the Chef's
Knife
I'm working on a kitchenware project, and my frst item is going to
be a chef's knife. I need to get a landing page up with one beautiful
image. I'm pretty fexible with most all of the requirements below,
but the picture has to have a chef's knife in it (not even the whole
knife...as would probably crop out some portion or all of the
handle so it wouldn't be an identifable brand) - someone
preparing food in a modern kitchen. ideally closeups of potentially
just their hands/torso with the focus on the food, knife and cutting
board/counter/kitchen etc. - white background coloring (white
counter, white marble slab board) is preferred, but not required.
wood is fne too. just nothing too loud (no red cutting boards etc.)
- ideally close ups of knife in action slicing/chopping/dicing, or a
knife sitting alongside some already cut food (to indicate the knife
was just used) - landscape orientation (or ability to crop to a
landscape with resolution high enough) - like the "kinfolky",
textured style, but certainly not a requirement

London 'Alive' Street Scene - Leaving Empty Space
for a Car (We'll Composite in)
EXACT angle please, (See refs) London Street Scene for car
composite (we'll add in the car) for a car hire company. NEEDS
TO FEEL warm, energetic, have depth of feld and MUST have
people in the shot to give the street a more 'alive' feel. Ideally at
early morning or early evening to give scene interesting light.
WHO IS IT AIMED AT? - This service is predominantly aimed at
millennials and people who want to 'unlock' London, so the scene
should have an element of vibrancy to it e.g somewhere in
Shoreditch (just an example). A NOTE ON THE TWO DAY TIME
REF IMAGES: They have the correct composition and angle we
feel would work best for the scene. The angle of the road allows
the car to be displayed at a dynamic view, HOWEVER please bare
in mind that even though they have the right composition, they are
not correct tonally or content wise. The ideal shot should have
more interesting light, contain people and feel 'alive'. LANDSCAPE
FORMAT (Horizontal) images please. One of the uses will be for a
responsive website so bare this in mind if you can. Wider pana
shots welcomed. ANY recognisable faces should be released (we
can do some editing so please submit if you are not sure) and
ANY obvious places taking up the whole scene would also need to
be released. (again please submit if you are not sure)

Concrete Wall
Would like to have concrete wall texture, sort of fat, a bit grunge
feel with a few cracks, not too many. White-ish color. Largest fle
size possible wanted.

New Zealand people being active
Active New Zealanders, working and interacting with each other
and/or their environment. Either rural or urban. More of a people
focus than landscapes. Emotion is an added bonus. Must be a New
Zealand shot.

Automotive Lifestyle
People "in the zone" in their cars, enjoying their cars, driving. Very
natural, sun fares, nothing too posed. No straight on car shots, or
specifc car brands.

Foodstamps, Medicare, Unemployment
We are looking for stock photos that represent following topics:
1) Food stamp (i.e. A mother holding food bag & food stamp) 2)
Medicare (i.e. Over crowded hospital writing room) 3)
Unemployment (i.e. A young homeless man with a sign)

LGBT people celebrating Supreme Court decision
The shot has to be creative, royalty free that has signed releases
or doesn't need them. It is for a diversity calendar June picture.
We want a picture of a happy group -even jubilant. If not that,
then a picture of a male couple getting married that day. Any
ethnicity.

Uplifting Image of Person with Disability Working in
a Unique Setting
For our diversity calendar, for examples look at
diversitycalendar.com. For Disability Awareness Month, we want a
picture of a person/people with disabilities, besides in a
wheelchair, working (could be alone or have a boss or colleagues
around). The person could have autism or be blind or be a little
person or downs syndrome. Want to emphasize what great
employees people with disabilities make if people would only hire
them and make accommodations. Uplifting, colorful, happy would
be great. Backstory would also be great.

Guy (20s-30s) with red tick bite bulls-eye rash
Guy (20s-30s) with red tick bite bulls-eye rash. Also images of guy
or guys enjoying outdoor activities where you might encounter a
tick...so camping, hiking through tall grass...etc.

Stunning Photographs of Landscapes and Wildlife
We are looking for multiple, stunning photographs of
LANDSCAPES and WILDLIFE ANIMALS to use as images for
multiple 1000-piece puzzles. These images need to be •
Spectacular • Colorful • Engaging • Lots of detail - to enable
recognition when piecing together the puzzle • Large empty areas
to be avoided - so that the puzzle is interesting throughout the
process of putting tit together • Any people in the shot, should be
distant, not the main focus – we would prefer no people at all in
the image • DETAIL and COLOUR are key, as is CLARITY when
produced at full size • Detail in all areas of the frame - AVOID
large areas of solid blue sky and photos that have been shot with a
shallow depth of feld and that have backgrounds or foregrounds
that are out of focus. ORIENTATION: Landscape SIZE: minimum
736 x 584mm (29 x 23in) at hi-res 300dpi Please see reference
images provided of past jigsaw series' images that we were very
happy with.

UPDATED BRIEF: Life Moments - People of Asia
***These people must be from East Asia, South Asia or Pan-Asian.
Specifcally, we need more images showcasing Chinese and
Japanese people. Please DO NOT submit Western people. ALSO
PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF IF YOU HAVE
ALREADY SUBMITTED TO PREVIOUS BRIEF. The buyer has
already made selects from those briefs and is looking for
ADDITIONAL imagery. Thanks! Images should be in a healthcare
professional environment as well as everyday moments in life.
South East Asian, Real Life - Lifestyle Women and Men, Families,
Seniors, Mom, Dad, Auntie, Uncle, Friends, Couples in various
real-life environments, including: at work - waiting tables, chef,
child care, retail shop, health care, family businesses at home relaxing, family and or home duties outdoors - active, social Art
Direction: Candid, real people, real moments, real environments not looking to camera Images must be model-released.

Healthy Woman (Mid 20's-30's)
Subject: Health and weight. Should be of normal body shape, i.e.
slim but not excessively so Can pinch her waist, stand on scales
etc but shouldn't look concerned about her weight! Needs to
wear clothes Calm, light background - can be studio but a calm
outdoor background will be ok.

Man with Facial Tattoos (Please Read Brief Carefully)
Straight on portrait of a man with facial tattoos. For inside
editorial use in a book by the you tuber Pewdie Pie…it’s a very
tongue-in-cheek, funny, crazy, anti-self help book. There will be
mad quotes and doodles everywhere and this facial tattoo image is
to go with this quote: "Never regret anything. Unless you have a
face tattoo Then you're fu**ed for life." Must have model release
and can be used with this quote!

Developed India (Street and Cityscape)
Any city images in India which shows recent development either
housing, shopping malls, as well as modern cityscape which also
show traditional India.

Dubai - Specifc Locations
The Mall Of The Emirates Dubai Mall BoxPark Gold and Spice
Souks Fabric Souk Sheikh Hamdan Beach/Kite Beach Safa Park The
Archive (bookshop/cafe) Ripe Farmers and Craft Market
Restaurants: Zaroob The Farm Prime 68 steakhouse in the JW
Marriott

Family Telemedicine Consultation on Ipad with Sick
Kid
Ideally a mother with a sick (but cute) child consulting with a
doctor via an iPad/iPhone.

Multi-Racial People Socializing
Looking for images of people that are multi-racial (hispanic,
spanish, mexican and/or middle eastern origin-can be caucasian but
as a minority) We are using the tag line: "Discover Interesting
People". They need to be between 18-30 years of age. Having fun,
socializing, with friends at a party or gathering. Prefer outside if
possible. No alcohol, smoking or drugs.

Woman Aged 50-70 Holding a Suitcase
Looking for a woman aged 50-70 and in healthy shape holding a
suitcase. Preferably the background is a beach but open to
anything. The suitcase should look well traveled since it has been
around for 28 years. All of the images will need model releases.

50-70 Yr Old + Their Pet They’ve Had for 49 Years
A man or woman with their pet that they’ve had for 49 or so
years. Any pet that can live up to 49 years is good. We prefer a
parrot. But open to other options. All of the images will need
model releases.

Woman Inside Her First Home
Single woman, ethnically ambiguous who just bought her frst
home. Inside home, not posed or staged, should feel natural and
candid. "life as it's happening" Interesting angles are a plus!

Active Indoor Shots
Someone doing an indoor athletic activity. NOT a traditional gym
photo, no groups e.g. Boxing, cross ft, swimming could work.
Something natural and candid, NOT staged or looking at camera.
Motion blur and interesting angles a plus!

Portrait of Woman with Skin Condition (Before &
After Makeup)
In addition to a previous brief. We are ideally looking for
professionally shot, before and after images of women with skin
conditions such as acne, rosacea, sensitive skin and Vitiligo (skin
pigment disorder) and to lesser extent, aged skin. Ideally before
and after, but we would be interested in seeing (before) images as
well. Images must not show any fashion accessories such as
earrings and piercings and ideally no clothing/hats as these are
distractions. Portraits from the shoulder up, well lit, natural, plain
backgrounds; white background preferred, mixed race
subjects.Theme is colour cosmetics. Think high-street make-up
brand advertising, but for people with affected by bad skin.
Confdent women, not too smiley and cheesy!! Must be model
released.

Authentic Food Franchise Working Scenes Australia
We are a service provider to the franchise sector. We help people
run their businesses better. We need authentic working scenes
from the food franchise sector in Australia (preferably no specifc
franchise branding should be evident). Scenes should depict a
business which is well run. Front of house scenes or staff admin
scenes (we provide rostering and payroll services) are preferred
to food prep scenes. All recognisable faces and places should be
released.

Group of Young Adult African American Guys
Smiling
Needs to display a sense of community and positivity. Can be
indoors or outdoors.

Beauty image - natural
We're looking for an image of a womans face that shows natural
beauty, is radiant, spiritual, almost new-age hippy. The project is all
about discovering the future of beauty. We need it to be a beauty
shot, with minimal/natural looking make up, and not too much
contrast in lighting. Caucasian, eye colour doesn't matter, and 2026 In terms of composition, close up of the face would be great.
Must be model released and fall within specifed budget (Including
model fees)

Virginia Tech Tailgate Parties
Sports Illustrated is doing a College Tailgate Tour this year. I am
looking for MODEL RELEASED images of tailgate parties at
Virginia Tech, or overall shots that show the scene where no one
is recognizable.. SI is working with Virginia Tech to get permission
to use their logo. This shot will be used in SI to announce the
tour. Fee depends on size used.

Songdo Business District, Korea-Lifestyle
I need lifestyle images with a background of different aspects of
living in Songdo, South Korea. Attractive subjects shoot in
different activities in location of iconic buildings and parks at
Songdo: life, family, couple, kids, school, transportation, business
life and entertainment, living and enjoying Songdo City. Example: I
need a happy family, enjoying songdo parks or shopping at
Channelwalk All subjects must be model released.

Relaxed, Peaceful Person Enjoying a Sunset/Nature
Looking for a photo for a yoga and meditation website. I'd like to
have a woman on either the left or right side of the photo, with
her body and face facing the nature scene. I'd like to be able to see
at least the side of her face. She should be relaxed, and clearly
enjoying the situation. Luxury is good. Natural and authentic above
everything else. Not too perfect. Relateable. This kind of feel to it:
http://www.istockphoto.com/photo/enjoying-the-view-of-the-lake56990194?st=c09d0eb. But the surrounding should be way nicer.
Tropical or beautiful, lush. Similar to the simple feel of this, but
again much nicer nature and surrounding environment:
http://www.istockphoto.com/photo/woman-on-the-beach57561514?st=7f0ac34. Plus she can be closer to the camera, and in
focus, with the background nature being slightly blurred. It should
give the viewer and immediate sense of relaxation and desire to
see themselves in that spot. Relaxed, content, refective. Here is a
good
example:https://www.dropbox.com/s/dssaoe2plg3yqm7/Screen
%20Shot%202015-07-23%20at%203.05.34%20PM.png?dl=0. But it
should be more yoga/meditation-like. They look more like
campers.

Tourists crowd, fenced and crammed
Lots and lots of tourists. tourists looking like sheep. whether
fenced in, taking shots on phones, looking miserable or crammed
in small spaces like sheep.

ScandinavianScandinavian Design
Showcasing contemporary Scandinavian design that brings the
outdoors indoors. People by big windows, birch trees outside.
Simple elegance that’s inviting to look at. A sense of ease. This
could be a stylish Scandinavian restaurant or gallery. Essential
criteria here is great local characters. Portraits that tell stories.
Local character. They need to feel inspirational, desirable.

Unhappy dogs dressed as toys
Dogs dressed as toys, princesses. The dogs don't look happy about
this.

Skinny dipping
Footloose and fancy free. running into wild waters, a pond or a
lake. 1 or more people. All recognisable faces must be released.

Older male in ironic or novelty swimwear
It could be novelty, but It should be ironic, funny. ill ftting
swimwear. not necessarily patriotic, just.. wrong. an older, out of
shape male. maybe 'male swimwear fail' could also apply.

Group of young people in a circle with mobile phones
Preferably a birds eye view of a group a teenagers/young people in
a circle holding mobile phones (the phones don't need to be close
up). at least 3 people as the circle needs to be noticeably. Avoid
images with close of of faces. Group could be lying down on their
front and the image taken from above.

Multi-Racial People Socializing
Looking for images of people that are multi-racial (hispanic,
spanish, mexican and/or middle eastern origin-can be caucasian but
as a minority) We are using the tag line: "Discover Interesting
People". They need to be between 18-30 years of age. Having fun,
socializing, with friends at a party or gathering. Prefer outside if
possible. No alcohol, smoking or drugs.

Modern Apartment/Housing Lifestyle
We are launching a range of underfoor heating products to
housing developers and Self builders. We need interior shots of
modern homes/apartments with people in their 30's. These can be
either couples or young families and need to have a feel of
comfort and coziness. The shots will be used in brochures,
advertising and possibly online. We also requires some external
modern housing and or apartments in the UK All properties
MUST be released.

Intimate Photos of 40+ Women in NYC
BRIEF INTIMATE MOMENTS Demographic: 40+ women, very
affuent Image Direction:· Beautiful or ritzy spas, Salons, Blow dry
bars, steam rooms etc. · Gym locker rooms, salons, etc. · Cocktail
bars or making cocktails at home · Jogging in Central Park/women
working out.. · Two women in a bathroom fxing their
hair/makeup (Getty image we like attached for reference) ·
Hanging out on a yacht or sailboat · Driving together in a really
nice car This can get really cheesy really fast and we really want to
stay in the elite, high-end, stylish, fashion realm catching authentic
intimate moments women share. MUST be model released

Candid Diverse Middle Aged Couple
The couple needs to look between 35-55 and doing an activity
together- such as biking, walking, grilling, etc. They can not be
kissing or looking to mushy. They can be outside or inside. They
can be diverse or not. Must be model released.

Candid Diverse Middle Aged Women Friends
Needs to be a photo of 2+ women that are between the ages of
35-55 and are not stock looking. It needs to be a lifestyle image
with prefreably diverse women that are happy. Must be model
released.

*UPDATED*A Deeper Look Inside a Travel
Destination-Read Details
**Updated** A photo that invites the viewer inside the subject
matter. It doesn't have to be as literal as a person framed in an
open doorway, but it should include a person or people and needs
to convey this invitation to explore, experience and discover
something or someplace new.

RV & Grilling for GoRV
Looking for shots of adults with an RV grilling food outdoors for a
GoRV advertorial in an upcoming issue of Sports Illustrated.
Images need to be model released and as recent as possible.

High School Students
Group of more than three students. Racially diverse (would like at
least one hispanic). Outdoor preferred, but indoor could work if
background is not too busy. Emotionally engaging and feels
hopeful. A sense of "stronger community" and "better future" is a
big plus. Landscape format. Must be model released.

Hispanic Shoppers
I want a photo of a hispanic couple or family or two hispanic
friends shopping. I want to emphasize that this growing segment of
our population is more and more valuable to retailers and thus
should be regarded with great respect. I need photos that are
royalty free and have signed releases and are at least 3000px on
the smallest dimension.

People Working in Oilfelds/Gas/Energy Sector
We are looking to expand our collection of photos oil and gas and
energy services sectors. We are looking for quality, 'real' peoplefocused shots. This is an in-house request in response to buyer
demand for this content, rather then a traditional brief. The
approved images will be showcased in Editor's Picks where they
will be available for license and purchase.

Ikea Type Furniture Unassembled On Floor
Looking for a shot of unassembled mess of furniture parts on the
foor. Like an Ikea piece of furniture thats unorganized and all over
the place.

Art Galleries & Spaces in Berlin
We are looking for the following art galleries and spaces in Berlin:
Kindlt Centre for Contemporary Art Judische Madchenschule
(Michael Fuchs gallery, Museum of the Kennedys) Sammlung
Hoffman Ideally the photos are no older than a couple of months
old since the art should be something that was recently up. Also, it
would be great to have a human element within the photos.
Perhaps a person walking by a painting/sculpture... Please make
sure to label your photos.

Various Images of Pastry Stores
B Patisserie in San Francisco for the Kouign Amann Mithaas in
Edison New Jersey - any dessert Ice Cream - Morganstern's salted pretzel caramel, salt and pepper pine nut and raw milk one
Stick with me Sweets - Mott Street in New York, Bourbon Maple
bon bon by former pastry chef from Per Se, Susanna Yoon Arcade
Bakery in Tribeca - caramel apple brioche Mindy's Hot Chocolate
by Mindy Segal in Chicago Federal Doughnuts in Philadelphia fancylemon ricotta fresh- cinnamon brown sugar

Africa Aerials
Air Safari in Africa. Looking for aerial photographs showing
beautiful landscapes of: Botswana Malawi Zimbabwe Kenya
Winning shot will be published DPS full bleed

Pasta w/ Puttanesca Sauce
Shot straight down, not too styled, ideally with pasta wrapped
around fork, but no hands in frame.

Sustainability in the offce
We are looking for images of large corporate offce interiors built
with sustainable materials (reclaimed wood) and/or living walls of
lush vegetation or to let the outside appear to be inside. There
must be a human element to each image and they cannot look
posed or stocky. * All recognisable faces and places must be
released

Native American Parents w/ Their Children
For take your child to work day, I am looking for a picture of a
Native American parent with his or her children (small or young
adult) at work. I am also open to Eastern European or East Indian
or Hispanic parents and their children. This is for our Diversity
Calendar (see diversitycalendar.com for an example from this
year). The picture must be interesting or dynamic enough to be
easy to look at for a month, royalty free with signed releases and
be at least 3,000 px on the smallest dimension.

Take Your Kid to Work Today Picture-Blue Collar
For our 2016 Diversity Calendar (see 2015 example at
diversitycalendar.com). I am looking for a parent and child (young
or young adult) at work at a blue collar job.

Retired Female Artists
Portrait style, older lady. Must have model release.

San Antonio, Texas
A beautiful simple image of San Antonio.

Urban rooftop bar
Inner-city rooftop bar/terrace/lounge, people having fun, city scape
in background, twilight/dusk, brick walls, fairy lights.

Hipster Men w/ Varying Beards
Need attractive lumberjack looking hipster men with varying
degree of beards. Should be attractive and manly. Also looking for
men in their 30 s to 50s like Daniel craig with a beard. Must be
model-released.

Beauty close up image - natural / min makeup
I've attached an image which our Creative Director likes, but
needs to be more beauty. I think she likes how it reminds you of
meditation and is quite zen. The facial features aren't quite right
for beauty though. We need it to be a beauty shot, with
minimal/natural looking make up, and not too much contrast in
lighting. Caucasian, eye colour doesn't matter, and 20-26 Eyes
don't need to be closed, **Must be model released (Budget
includes model fees) We are very up against time and need
something by end of play tomorrow ideally.

Wine: Glasses, Bottles, Tasting: Contemporary
Conceptual
Contemporary conceptual with the feeling of a Fine art image.
Needs to have a modern feel and not represent any particular
brand. Not interested in Grapes on a vine. Magazine Cover. US
and .03% international. Industry exclusive rights.

UK road, Full Autumn Colour
We are looking for a beautiful colour shot, in
landscape/widescreen format, of a road running through Autumnal
countryside. - The image is to be used as a backplate for some
other elements that will be shot (a recovery truck and crashed
car, and a deer - see visual), so images with lots of space are a
bonus. - It’s for a UK client, so although the road/countryside
doesn’t HAVE to be the UK, it must look like it could be. - The
road/shot needs to be empty of traffc and people, and have an
area where headline text can be placed. - An
open/epic/widescreen feel is what we’re really after, rather than a
‘tunnel’ of closed tree cover, but we’re open to the right image if
you have one you think fts. - Lighting conditions are not set in
stone, fnding the right composition is most important. Low
sun/golden hour kind of light would be preferred to really bring
out the Autumn colours, but show us what you’ve got!

Residential Swimming Pool Environment
One person or two, middle-age, NOT looking in camera, needs to
exude luxury.

Amazing city pic that says 'Tech city'
The cover needs to refect the main focus of this edition of the
magazine – the rise of Tech Cities around the world. The client
doesn’t want simply a cityscape image – it has to mean something,
be abstract if necessary and refect ‘cities in the digital age’. Mostly
at street level. Perhaps at dusk though i'm open. One of the big
stories is not just the technology that is developing, but also the
human talent that is fueling these tech cities. She referred to the
bearded hipsters of shoreditch, although I’m not sure we could
realistically turn them into a cover! Technology means that
smaller, less fashionable cities can now compete with the giants,
and within giant cities, certain often less fashionable districts (such
as east London) are now competing with the fnance districts. The
other comment the client added about the theme was that digital
equals creativity and constant disruption to the establishment. No
specifc location, open to interpretation.

Paris- Specifc Places
Blou- This is a lifestyle and design shop. We’d like to see photos of
the interior and exterior as well as photos of the different items
the store carries. Superfu- This is a clothing store. We’d like to
see interiors and items carried in the store. Le Bal Café- We’d like
to see photos of the interior and some of their signature drinks
and desserts. Irene Irene- Design shop. We’d like to see photos of
the items carried in the store as well as the interior. Le Tout PetitCozy restaurant, we’d like to see photos of the interior as well as
photos of their waiters and signature dishes such as the salmon
tartar and grilled saucisse with mashed potatoes. Atao- Photos of
the interior/exterior as well as signature dishes. Please caption
your photos to be considered!

Abstract image - Dreamy, ethereal, black and white
Abstract image Dreamy, ethereal, black and white (Or we can
always do that) Its initially for an album about dreams being in
black and white so can be quite ethereal.

Elite South Asian (Indian) Millennials
The photo can be a group (men and women) or a couple of South
Asian (Indian) elites. We are going for a candid, urban, elevated,
elite, VIP look.

Tweens in Social Environments
Looking for images that show tweens (age 11-13) in a social
setting. The shot could be of a group of boys and girls having one
child as the primary focus. The images can feature sports, be a
party setting, picnic outing, camping, family event etc.

Indian Millennials Females and Males-Candid
If you look at dating profles. The type of photos that someone
would post on a dating app or Match. We want candid, incredibly
realistic, no stalk art, true light, real mood, reference dating
profles. Men and Women. Age: 25-35

Specifc Restaurants in New Orleans (See List Below)
We are looking for interior and exterior images of the below
restaurants, along with specifc food dishes served at Thanksgiving:
Commander's Palace (turkey and shrimp/mirliton dressing) Luke
(turducken po'boy) Tivoli & Lee (smothered turkey benedict) Red
Fish Grill (turducken gumbo with alligator boudin) Parkway Bakery
and Tavern (turkey po'boy)

Beijing Metro Line 9 station
I’m looking for a wide angle lens, or large format not of people but
the metro station in Beijing China. People, Urban, Infrastructure,
Train, platform, ceiling is very important for us to highlight
industrial products used on the HVAC systems solutions. Clean
lines when ever possible.

Commercial Pizzeria Scenes
• Pizzeria images, commercial kitchen • Color • No subjects
looking at camera • Editorial in feel but will be used for
commercial advertising • Shallow depth of feld • Interesting angles
a plus • Mainly looking for an older traditional urban/neighborhood
pizzeria but not opposed to other newer or up-scale operations.
(NO chain restaurants) • If selected, model releases will be
needed. * Looking for all kinds of images from pizzerias. Doesn't
need to be all the same pizzeria, multiple locations is fne. Some
scenarios I'm looking for: Commercial chef/cook- • Throwing or
spreading pizza dough • Chopping vegetables on cutting board
(NO wood cutting board) - motion in the blade is fne • Tasting
marinara sauce • Plating pasta dishes - Prefer marinara sauces
Server- • Bringing pizza to table - Showing pleased patrons a plus Preferably patrons are somewhat out of focus

Georgian House with Big Beautiful Garden
For this shot we are looking for a big beautiful Georgian house in
Britain. The house will have to be detached, and have a big, well
kept, elegant looking garden with a massive lawn. The house
should preferably be white, and have classic Georgian windows.
(Not too modern). If we can have the lawn right up to the front or
back of the house, that would also be preferred. The POV of the
shot should be from on the grass lawn, looking up to the house,
really getting a feel for the scale of the garden, with the beautiful
house in the background. It should be taken on a beautiful sunny
day, and the light should add some charm and romance to the
shot.

Remote Cottage in British Countryside with Sea
View
For this shot we're looking for a beautiful cottage in the British
countryside (Devon? Scotland? Cornwall? Wales?) with a sea view
in the background. It should be surrounded by hills or felds, and
be shot from a slight distance, to add to the impression of
remoteness. The weather should be sunny, giving a peaceful and
calm feel to the shot, rather then an eerie or bleak feel. The
property featured needs to be beautiful, rather than just twee - so
premium and expensive looking.

Communal Images in LA Setting
Images of people, refective of the established creative set in Los
Angeles. Sophisticated, effortless, engaged, busy, well styled,
daylight

Military Individual Using Technology & Posing Shots
Very specifc photos of military individuals who are clean shaven
with tapered faded haircut, minimal hair styling and makeup who
are using technology. Individual could be in civilian clothing but
should not be wearing fatigues or have prominent military
equipment. Usage of american fag or patriotism is fne but should
be use as a background supporting element. Imagery should be
authentic and should invoke a sense of confdence or leadership.
Photos in a home setting (home offce, desk, couch) looking at or
engaging with technology such as laptop or tablet device closeup,
over shoulder & wide shots. Individual must be between late 20s
early 40s and can be diverse in ethnicity and gender.

Pharmaceutical reps speaking or presenting to
doctors
***All images must be model-released Business people
(pharmaceutical reps) speaking or presenting to doctors.

Asia - Doctors talking with patients (no kids)
Doctors talking with patients (ASIAN) General practitioners
Oncology-related Diabetes-related We want to stay away from
the more clinical type of setting, so fewer images of doctors
around a patient or performing procedures. Please avoid images of
pregnant women, etc - focus is on oncology and diabetes, so these
aren’t relevant. No photos of kids and doctors **Model Released

Modern Moments-See Specifcs
Must have model or property releases. The goal is to depict
genuine modern moments. Would be good if the image had a
business/corporate slant, defnitely not a retail feel. 1) Look at the
work in a different way. Picture taken from an unusual angle. The
subject matter is comprehensible, but not at frst glance. Would be
good if the image had a business/corporate slant, defnitely not a
retail feel. Eg: lifestyle brands. Could be: Image taken from
underwater, showing subject above water Close up
biology/science image Seeing something differently a surfers view
of water while surfng. 2) An unusual Arial view Could be: A car
manufactures car lot Factory Shipping dock with many containers
Farmland Business related

Energy, Oil Sector Company (MUST be in Ecuador)
Key Words: Oil Spill Local people Ecuador Amazon Chevron
Texaco Petroecuador TexPet Lago Agrio Oriente Amazon Cofan
tribe Rafael Correa Black hand Aguinda

Why become a GP (Doctor)? - UK only
This is a piece aimed at medical students giving them incentives to
becoming a GP doctor in the UK - It's about why becoming a GP
is a wonderful career choice. Ideally the tone would need to be
enticing, fun, colourful. The focus is to make it engaging for
students. Possible ideas so far - 1.... "From all walks of life" - the
piece talks about how as a GP you come across all different kinds
of people of all ages and all walks of life. It offers rich opportunities
for human to human encounters. "If people fascinate you, then you
should seriously consider training as a GP". 2... Starting a new
career. As a career piece a possible route could be along the lines
of opening a door to a new career, a new start, new light, new
journey.... 3.. still along the lines of meeting people is the idea that
a GP can form good long-term relationships with patients. So
perhaps there could be something along the lines of caring and
watching things grow. But the client wants to avoid straight
doctor/patient pics as the focus is to make it engaging for students.
- "You can follow and support a patient and their family through
the inevitable challenges that happen over a lifetime resulting in a
depth of connection with your patients that is unparalleled". 4.
Time - it is quicker to get the necessary qualifcations as a GP. 5.
Flexible hours - once training is over GP has more scope for parttime and more fexible working hours. Any other visual/conceptual
ideas welcome.....

Hedi Slimane Portrait
I'm looking for recent (no older than 2012) studio portraits of the
designer/photographer Hedi Slimane. Colour or b/w both fne.
Portrait and landscape formats, head &shoulders, half and full
length all fne.

Skinny Girl in Bikini on Beach Holding a Can
Girl needs to be very thin/ft. She should be holding a can that we
can replace with our product. If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release.

People Working Together in Tech/industrial Settings
We are looking high quality stock images for the following: Images
of people brainstorming and working together in industrial
settings. These images could be close up of wires, coding, people
working with machines or scientists holding instruments. See
attached for some examples. Objective: Develop/source a rich
library of photographs and imagery that complement and elevate
Technology Brand's communications with developers. Principles
Focus on the audience: All photographs should evoke ideas and
situations in which developers might be interested. Elevate
authenticity: Focus on the actual people, work, processes, and
environments that inform smarter/faster development. Deliver
meaning: Think about each image as a tool that will be used to
elevate a message or story. From/To Smarter Planet/Smarter
Development Irrelevant Abstraction/Concrete Outcomes Stylized
Situations/Candid Moments Categories of Images Start: Focus on
imagery from an aerial, system-centric view. Images should be
graphic, simple and artistic, expressing our point of view of the
industries we support, like fnance, health care, and retail. From
this perspective, images of the world are dramatic and inspiring,
and portray an expansive and inclusive perspective of the systems
that surround us. It’s all about creating a sense of connectivity.
Code: Focus on imagery that elevates people in real situations,
bringing humanity to the process of development. Photography
should feel candid and in the moment. Photos at this perspective
depict the tangible, everyday world. It's all about people and the
work they do. Push: Focus on imagery that shows outcomes and
the socialization of work. The subject matter of photos at this
level represents our work, communities and world. Photographs
should depict the outcomes of development. It's all about the
fruits of a developer's labor. Art Direction Avoid anything (and
everything) that feels like stock imagery. Canned Moments Staged
Situations Cliche Settings and Scenarios Look for imagery that is
artistic and vibrant, not dull, blurry, or subdued. Steer clear of
imagery that is overly complex or busy without having a point-ofview. All subject matter should look contemporary, not outdated.
Balance of all human kind - ethnicity and gender

Conceptual Still Life of Basketball - something that
says MONEY!
I need a conceptual still life shot of a basketball. Something that
says Money!!

Specifc locations in Macau (see list)
Avenida de Almeida Ribeiro Senado Square Chow Tai Fok (jewelry
store) Luk Fook (jewelry store) Pinto Bookshop (31 Largo do
Senado) the Portuguese Bookshop (16 Rua de São Domingos) the
Ruins of St. Paul’s Macau Soul (31 Travessa de São Paulo) IaoHin
Gallery (39A Rua da Tercena) Rua da Felicidade (Happiness Street)
Restaurant Lei Hong Kei (33-37 Rua da Felicidade) The RitzCarlton Bar & Lounge Communal Table - coffee shop (29C Rua
Formosa) the St. Lawrence district D. Pedro V Theatre Sir Robert
Ho Tung Library St. Lawrence Church the streets there that look
like typical Portuguese villages A-Ma Temple Signum Living Store
(285 Rua do Almirante Sérgio) Coloane: Fernando’s Restaurant (9
Praia de Hac Sa) Coloane's two beaches – Hac Sa and Cheok Van
Coloane Village Lord Stow’s Bakery (Rua do Tassara) the colonial
archicture, small alleys and antique streetlights of Old Taipa Village
Macau Creations, on Rua do Cunha O Santos restaurant (20 Rua
do Cunha) O Manel restaurant (90 Rua de Fernão Mendes Pinto)
the St. Lazarus area Single Origin – coffee shop (19 Rua de Abreu
Nunes) Tap Seac Square Lou Lim Ieoc Garden, where locals walk
their birds in cages Albergue SCM - the art gallery, restaurant
(Albergue 1610) and the Portuguese Corner Shop inside

SAHARA
I'm looking for a stunning image of the Sahara desert.

SKIING
I'm looking for a great skiing image - generic, non location specifc.
Great light and dynamic etc is important.

Skylines of New York City
Images need to be big enough for large format use. Looking for
skylines and cityscapes of New York City.

Delicious, Enticing Meat
I am looking for a food photograph of meat that would make a
meat eater salivate and a vegetarian very tempted to dig in.
Looking for something in the style of the photographs that grace
the covers of Michael Pollan's books. Something that is not taking
itself too seriously but that is elegant, luscious and would not be
off putting to a vegan or vegetarian. Could even be humorous in
its enticement. Colorful. Nothing raw unless it somehow fulflls all
of the above, which is unlikely.

Saigon Vertical Image
Vertically oriented photos of Saigon...mostly looking for graphic,
colorful, slightly abstract images, aerial images (esp of people on
motorbikes), nothing that shows any poverty, violence. This is for
a potential cover of a travel magazine, story on Saigon, we are
trying to inspire readers to travel to Saigon through the image we
select.

Stuffed Toy Bunny Rabbit
A close up shot of a stuffed toy bunny rabbit

Woman in Bed Running Her Fingers thru a Guy's
Hair
A young woman in bed running her fngers though a guys hair. If
she is having a an expression it would be best...But she can also be
asleep. Reference attached. If images submitted include identifable
persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you must have
a signed model or property release. It’s the law.

Alternative Lifestyle Vacations
Gay couples on the beach or enjoying tropical paradise. Male or
female couples. No heterosexual couples, kids or singles. Trips to
Mexico, Caribbean and/or Hawaii. If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release. It’s the law.

Wall Street Type Action
Need traders, trading foors, brokers or investors, wall street type
action (in and offce, trading foor, desk, or investors / brokers
walking on street or into building). Should feel dynamic, not static.
Should not be cliché with cheesy looking fake people. Should feel
real. Can be a bit abstract or w motion blur. SHOULD FEEL
MODERN. Contemporary and shot from the last few years. If
images submitted include identifable persons, logos and or
trademarks or artistic works you must have a signed model or
property release. It’s the law.

Young Girl - Hair Blown by Air Conditioner
Young girl (4 to 10). Standing next to an air conditioner with her
hair being blown back. Not a fan. The girl should look happy Head
shots (probably from the side), Clothes not be distracting. Prefer
white or light colored background. If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release. It’s the law.

Middle East in London
I'm looking for an image that feels Middle Eastern but has a subtle
nod to still being in London, UK and tells the story of '300
Languages' For example, it could be beautiful middle eastern
fabrics/textiles photographed in an environment which hints to
being in London in the background. It could be a piece of signage
that has both Middle Eastern and British translations photographed
in London. If images submitted include identifable persons, logos
and or trademarks or artistic works you must have a signed model
or property release. It’s the law.

Family Night In (See Brief and Ref Images)
3 children, 2 parents, dog, grandparent. Looking at a digital device
Happy Natural, happy, not staged. Middle class but interiors
shouldn't be too perfect - look normal If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release. It’s the law.

Primates (With Hands Looking Like OR Holding
Something)
I need an image of a single, very cute primate. The primate needs
to be full frame and sitting on a fat surface so this can be cut out
and placed onto another background facing straight on. The
monkey doesn't have to be looking straight at camera, it could be
looking off camera to the side of frame slightly. It's really
important that the primates hands are positioned it front of him as
if holding something i.e banana, coconut. It could well be holding a
piece of fruit too.

People in Exciting Destinations
Travelers in iconic exciting places. Photos of locals in traditional
clothes / with food / in their natural environment. Clear visible
faces. Distinct foreground and background. Happy, bright,
colourful images that show the fun and adventure of travel. No
images of the back of head. You must be able to tell roughly where
in the world they are from looking at this image. If images
submitted include identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or
artistic works you must have a signed model or property release.
It’s the law.

European Business Setting
Here is a link that shows examples of the type of images I am
seeking:http://clients.epocreative.com/evp/concepts/index.html •
Black & White (or can be converted with same dramatic effect) •
European city or business setting or architectural • Artful or
slightly unusual in composition or subject • Composition should
work in horizontal format • May be even more horizontal when
responsive site is large on desktop • Preferred cities, Zurich,
anything Swiss • OK if any Western European city or business
environment If images submitted include identifable persons, logos
and or trademarks or artistic works you must have a signed model
or property release. It’s the law.

Iconic Sports Images, Ali, Bradman...
It's for sport betting company. need to inspire the internal
stakeholders, so all the images should be inspirational and some of
them Australian. Editorial use.

People and wine that refect the the concept of
passion
Client is a wine merchant with incredible knowledge of the
product and we need a cover image that refects their passion and
understanding. Ideally the image will show two or more people
(20's-50's age) sharing the product and engaging in the moment,
needs to be more than just happy people drinking, needs to have
more depth and suggestion of a sharing of knowledge, enthusiasm.
People and recognisable locations must be released.

ASSIGNMENT BRIEF: Ice cold lemonade on an
upscale porch
We're looking to hire up to 4 photographers @ $1,000 USD each
to shoot front porch still life imagery. The turnaround time will be
quick, we'll be selecting photographers by the frst of the week.
Looking forward to seeing your portfolios! One of the top
beverage brands in the U.S. is looking for still life imagery of
lemonade outside on an upscale porch with a beautiful view.
Through a variety of up close and far away shots, we’re hoping to
capture lemonade within a premium setting that taps into the
beauty of specifc regional locations across America. Lemonade
doesn’t necessarily need to be the focus, but both the carafe and
glasses must always be visible, flled, and appear refreshing with ice
and condensation. The imagery should be rich in color and square
as it will be posted on Facebook. Each image should utilize
something from the setting from which it takes place. For example,
in Savannah or Charleston no southern style porch would be
complete without some element of southern hospitality. Including
a snack next to the lemonade will evoke the essence of southern
charm.

High-Energy People and Acceleration
We're looking for high energy people, in motion or conveying a
sense of movement. Shots from a low vantage point would be
great. Motion blurred environments are ok with the person (or
people) in focus. Looking for images that create a sense of
direction (moving upward), acceleration, taking off or celebration.
We want diverse people from across the global. More than one
person in the shot is preferred but not a necessity. Ages ranging
anywhere from early 30s to late 40s. The environments should
show some urban settings as well as destinations (on a global
stage). POV or closer in images are welcomed as well. Day or
night and indoor or outdoor. All images must be released.

4-7 Year Olds in Costume Against White Background
Looking for 2 images: Child should be in costume. Prefer the
costume to be a dark color. Should be masked. Can be
silhouetted. Need to be full length (or down to the knees),
standing. Background must be solid for the ability to silhouette.
Nothing too high on the head (no witches hat).

Severn Bridge, UK
Images taken from interesting/obscure angles that show the Severn
Bridge bridge in a different, exciting way.

Vacation Moments- Sharing Time w/ Loved Ones
High end images that communicate emotional connections and
enjoyment and at the same time are taken wide enough to payoff
stunning locations. We are looking for diversity in the people, but
defnitely should read americans on vacation. Locations should be
quick reads and could be tropical, aka Hawaii, as well as european
feeling. Talent needs to be released. Cannot have been used
before in Financial or Travel Industry.

4-5 Friends in Coffee Shop
Female & male having fun at a coffee shop. Display technology on
the image (laptops, phones), but no person of the group should be
using the technology device.

Blue Fluids on Black Backgrounds-See Specifcs
Looking for: lava lamps, paint in water / fuid, Water in motion ink
in water, exploding powder, light swirls in time lapse Blue on Black
background would be perfect!

UPDATED: Sports/Athlete Imagery- Read For
Details
UPDATED: Client is also looking for fails, injuries, support system,
food -- the behind the scenes nitty gritty life of athletes. Perhaps
not as polished as the typical sports shot. Images that really show
the intense, more gritty side of things. In a way, the secret life of
the athlete as well. Images that show the commitment these
guys/gals give - physical/emotional pain, early early mornings, bad
weather, strict no fun diets, etc. Looking for some action but
more so the aftermath - the bruises, the cuts and scrapes etc. Also
important: looking for the support system - the "soccer moms",
family, spouses, etc that help them get through it. That could be a
mom who carries her kids gear out of the car every weekend at
the game, etc. things like that. (The athletes don't need to all be
adult/professionals. If they're serious, the commitment usually
starts young so we can deff show some kids too.)

Surgeon or Doctor sitting next to patient apologising
Surgeon or Doctor apologising to patient for something that has
gone wrong. The setting needs to be authentic UK medical
uniforms (not big white coats) The doctor would be next to the
patient, ideally sitting next to the patient in a hospital ward or GP
practice. And the tricky part is getting the right feel or tone
between the doctor and patient. The expression needs to be of
genuine concern for the patient. The piece in general is an advice
piece on how to communicate diffcult things to a patient.

FORAGING
I'm looking for atmospheric images on the subject of foraging.
gorgeous light, close ups of foraged foods, etc...

Middle Aged Man in a Crowd
Person's expression should not be happy - should be serious - bit
not overly serious or morose. Prefer the face of subject to be the
only one in focus - other faces s/b softer focus or blur. We can
show you something we found at another stock house - but the
mans' face is a little blurry - and we need it a little more in focus.
need to make sure we have usage rights to person who's image is
recognizable and in focus.

Man in Late 40's/50's
Pensive, not happy - not sad looking for wife (or other caregiver?) hands on shoulders or similar (showing care,
caregiving, connection, emotional connection) Subject must have
model release.

Middle Aged Woman (Late 40's 50's)
Pensive. thinking. not happy, not overly sad. preferably behind
storefront glass. Must be model released.

ASSIGNMENT BRIEF: Authentic Basketball
***ONLY PREMIUM PHOTOGRAPHERS WILL BE
CONSIDERED FOR HIRE*** POINT 3 is a performance apparel
brand dedicated exclusively to basketball. Our social media
presence has grown organically, without a cohesive editorial
strategy driving the voice of the brand. #OnlyBallersKnow is a
campaign designed to give us a consistent voice across all social
media platforms encompassing the core pillars of our brand: 1.
Love of the Game 2. Desire to Improve/Play Better 3. Look and
Feel like a Baller We are seeking photos and short (:5-:15) videos
to use across our social channels that exemplify things that
#OnlyBallersKnow, from the court; from the street; from the
playgrounds; from the locker room; from at home in your closet,
etc. These are moments that our audience will immediately
recognize as authentic to a brand that shares their love of the
game. Imagery and video may be paired with explanatory copy but
should be able to tell the story independently as well. Because
these images will be used exclusively for social media, the volume
of content is important - we are seeking quantity, ideally without
sacrifcing too much quality! Here are some examples of things
that #OnlyBallersKnow that we would look top capture in image
form: • That slight look back you give after crossing someone up. •
How hard it is to sink a baseline jumper on a bent rim. • Fence,
not line, is out of bounds. • Game shoes are only worn on the
court. • How desperate you are when there are only 9 on the
court. • How bad a knee to the thigh is. • The feeling the frst time
you touch rim. • Alone on a court doing work. • Looking back at
the ref to see if he got the charge call right. • When coach points
to the player next to you on the bench.

Mashhad Iran
What to include: People (not looking at camera) Landmarks
Cityscapes Streetscapes What NOT to include: Shrines,
mausoleums, etc. Any monument with religious connotation
Specifc locations required: - Bagh Meli (Meli Garden) - Kooh Sangi
Park - Vakil Abad Park and Zoo - Torqabeh - Goharshad Bazaar
Images need to be very authentic, not posed and lively. **Released

Buenos Aires, Argentina
We are doing a small feature on Buenos Aires. We would like to
include the following places/things: Ecobici- We'd like to see
photos of people riding the ecobici through the microcentro. We
are looking for people riding the "ecobici", similar to "citi bikes"
not just regular bikes. Baris- We'd like to see photos of the
interior and exterior of the bar La Galette- It would be great to
see photos of the interior and exterior of the restaurant as well as
photos of some of their signature dishes. Please label your photos
with a short caption and the day it was taken.

Musicians w/ Budweiser
ONLY Budweiser proper, NO Bud Light, etc. Musicians can span
all decades, all genres, and all global locations. They could be from
the past to present. Musician fame will help. The setting could be
on stage, backstage, trailers, bars, home, etc. The more unique, the
better. It could be bottle, can, T-Shirt, signage. As long as its
regular Bud, not budlight or sub categories of products they
produce. Budweiser products must be in frame. Budweiser
integration should feel like a natural choice in image based on
preference.

Jet Skiing & Quading in Sand Dunes (Dubai)
Prefer shots to be in Dubai but open to anything in nice water/
sand dunes. Horizontal Shots are preferred.

The Atlantis in Dubai
Both horizontal shots of the atlantis itself and images inside of
people at the water park. If images submitted include identifable
persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you must have
a signed model or property release.

ASSIGNMENT: Reebok Footwear, Lifestyle
Knee down, shot on foot and in environment. The theme is
urban/trend, with a fashion forward orientation, mixed with street.
Urban underground scenes, with hints of the city is always a plus.
Sleekly will be key. We are looking to have 5 selects w/ variations
(ex: knee down, shot on foot + in environment, plus product only
images.) We are looking not only to highlight the shoe, but also
highlight the lifestyle that surrounds the shoe.

Ecstatic Sports Fans
We're looking for authentic images of die-hard sports fans.
Different ages but mostly adults, a diversifed group or individual,
color or black&white. It can be a selfe or group shot. Football,
Basketball, Hockey, NASCAR We're looking for exuberant, happy,
crazy fans. They can be in costume, waiting in the rain, going to
the extreme to see and cheer on their favorite team but none of
this is necessary. Most importantly, it can't feel like stock or a shot
that's been set up. Must have model releases.-

Millenials At Work
I want a photo that doesn't look staged of millenials at work. It
doesn't have to be a typical work setting, but I want to show that
they do work hard but differently than we may be used to. It must
be full of energy and interesting enough to look at for a month. It
can even be millenials at their start up company. I need it to be
royalty free, have signed releases and be at least 3000 px on the
smallest dimension.

Restaurant Chef Tasting Pasta Sauce
• Needs to be in a commercial kitchen environment. • Color •
Shallow depth-of-feld • Not looking at camera • Candid, not
posed • If seen needs to tomato based sauce (red) • Preferrably
not the traditional chef coat and hat. Could be a cook.

Dusk Shot Ivanhoe to Melbourne CBD Skyline/Aerial
– Ideally it will be a skyline shot of Melbourne (shot from North
East of the city – in the region of Ivanhoe)) – Needs to illustrate
where the the lush greenery meets the city – speak directly to the
adjacent copy – Needs to be a ‘wow’ shot – Can be an aerial so
long as Ivanhoe is in the foreground – Maybe shot form Upper
Heidelberg Rd (main street in Ivanhoe) – Ideally a dusk sky

Rock Lobster - Top Down
We are looking for a top down shot of a Rock Lobster. It could be
cooked or uncooked. On a nice and simple background that could
be a nice texture or simply a plain white. Clean + symmetrical. If
you have both a full shot of the whole lobster or a close up of just
top half this may also work.

Snow, Ski FEAT BOBBLE HATS, Euro locations Couples, Families, Singles on Holiday Since 1995
**UPDATE MUST READ** ** We'd like to see images feat bobble
hats please. We’re looking for some snow based images (to add to
the ones already in consideration) which will be used to launch
this year’s easyJet campaign, based which celebrates 20 years of
travel with easyJet. Specifcally, images that show people on Ski
holidays Or snow based trips in and around Europe. Couples,
families, single people etc taken since 1995 through to 2015... BUT
MUST be featuring BOBBLE HATS Please with a Euro feel to them
- Perhaps photographs of the subjects looking directly at the
camera in a holiday location – a ski resort or simply having fun in
the snow. It may also be a more natural shot – a child making a
snow angle for example…the importance is that the image looks
as though it was taken by a person within the group and not from
afar. Images should be taken over the last 20 years – since 1995.
We will need to know where the image was taken and in which
year, ideally the names of the people in the picture (to help us tell
the Easy Jet story) and what the highest quality fle you have is (i.e
35mm flm or Raw) We'd like to see these to help with the fnal
decision. All images should be submitted digitally in the frst
instance but there will be higher recompense for images that can
be supplied in their original flm format if selected – 35mm / 5x4 /
8x10 for example. This information will be required during
submission. We'd like to be able to use the subjects name in the
brief: "The headline at the moment just says for example ‘How 20
YEARS HAS FLOWN’ Then it currently just says ‘Jessica, Crete,
2015’ (or similar) under that referring to who is in the image" It
would be great to have a wider range of ethnicities within the
images All recognisable faces must be model released or model
release obtainable. Usage: 1-3 years, To be negotiated within the
specifed range.

Couples and Friends on European Holidays Since
1995
**UPDATE MUST READ** We have lots of great images but
would really LOVE to see more images without children. - City –
Young Couple / Empty Nesters / Group (DINKS) – no children Beach - Young Couple / Empty Nesters / Group (DINKS) – no
children - Generic Summer (not specifc to beach/city) - There is
also further requirements for more ethnic diversity *** We’re
looking for imagery that will be used to launch this year’s easyJet
campaign, based around 20 years of travel with easyJet. Specifcally,
images that show people on holidays in and around Europe.
Couples, families, single people on holiday etc. Perhaps
photographs of the subjects looking directly at the camera in a
holiday location – a beach / city / ski resort. It may also be a more
natural shot – a child in a fountain for example…the importance is
that the image looks as though it was taken by a person within the
group and not from afar. Images should be taken over the last 20
years – since 1995. We will need to know where the image was
taken and in which year. All images should be submitted digitally in
the frst instance but there will be higher recompense for images
that can be supplied in their original flm format if selected –
35mm / 5x4 / 8x10 for example. This information will be required
during submission. NEW REQUEST - it would be great to have a
wider range of ethnicities within the images All recognisable faces
must be model released or model release obtainable. We'd like to
be able to use the subjects name in the brief: "The headline at the
moment just says for example ‘How 20 YEARS HAS FLOWN’
Then it currently just says ‘Jessica, Crete, 2015’ (or similar) under
that referring to who is in the image" Usage: 1-3 years, To be
negotiated within the specifed range.

Specifc Locations- PLEASE READ BRANDING
GUIDELINES BELOW
Looking for the following subjects. Stunning Images of: India:
women with jars on their head Argentina: couple doing the tango
Mostar: kids jumping off the Mostar Bridge Sarajevo: nice scenics
Cuzco or Sacred Valley, Peru: local people (please, not sad
looking) Botswana: local(s) in mokoro canoe(s) Halong Bay: locals
or scenic with locals Hue Citadel with locals Costa Rica: animals
(no frogs) Costa Rica: local people People should be inviting and
interesting, someone you would want to meet while traveling.
They should not be posed, but instead capturing a slice of life, an
authentic moment. By dress, situation, or location - they should
obviously be in the country they're from. Clothing should be
everyday wear, not costumes but preferably more traditional as
opposed to modern clothing you might fnd Americans dressed in
as well. Image should be in sharp focus, from foreground to
background - avoid “soft” focus or excessive motion blur Image
should have a natural quality – lighting and atmosphere File size
should be able to accommodate for about 13"x10".

Face Composites/Montage
The Headline to go with this image is - The Modern Corporate
Treasurer. It's for a Financial/Business magazine. Please see the
reference images for the kind of composition we are after.

Karekare Falls, New Zealand
Portrait format image of a person or people in the scene of
Karekare Falls, New Zealand. For use on Travel magazine cover. •
People not too posed, more candid and looking like they are
enjoying being in the space they're in. • Avoid the overly cliche'd
smiling faced person posing for camera. • Should look real,
authentic, but feature beautiful scenery.

London underground open at night.
I am looking for a graphic image to illustrate the London
underground being open at night. It could be inside with a variety
of people sat/standing, clearly dressed up and on their way home
or out on the tube. Or lovely night shots of the said tube stations
or the tube at night above ground. Ideally with young people in looking like they are going home from a night out. But not really
drunken. Preferably with people in. Nothing too raucous. I think
we need to insist on a human element." It will hopefully go over a
DPS do horizontal format. Nothing too cheesy or newsy, more
graphic/ stylish if that is possible and the more the merrier.

SAILING - speed, spray of waves, non-specifc high
tech boat
I'm looking for a sensational image which can run on a single or
double page in the magazine. It needs to have speed and rushing
water and ideally some sort of high tech boat. The boat should be
non-specifc (the piece mentions the Americas Cup, but the image
does not need to be from this event as long as it's generic
enough). The boat does not have to be recognisable – perhaps
seen through the spray of waves? More will be paid for a double
page spread.

Birmingham, Alabama
I'm looking for beautiful, scenic shots of Birmingham, Alabama.
Preferably taken outside and provides a 'sense of place'. Color
photos only, please. Vertical or horizontal is fne, and it can include
people in the shot. Please no images taken inside restaurants or
hotels, it should be more or less generic.

Female Asian Fashion Model For Cover
Cover shot for our Sydney Chinese Guide. Female model
preferably Chinese, if not Chinese, then Asian. Fashion image that's
high end and luxury. We need something fairly recent. The
clothing needs to refect the current season- spring/summer. This
is going on a Sydney magazine so unless the location is in Sydney,
we need the location to be unidentifable. Editorial feel however it
can be a shot used in a luxury brand campaign. If it is from a
campaign we'd ideally like to see a shot that isn't currently running
everywhere in other mags. Please see the covers attached we have
previously shot.

Kids at christmas (getting a bit messy)
This needs to look like it is in the UK. Either of children
decorating a christmas tree, making decorations or Christmas
cards and presents. Also preparing food (biscuits/mince pies...)
They need to look like they're having fun and getting messy. Could
be one or more children, girl or boy, ages 6-10. The background
should be in a family home, looking warm and Christmassy and
inviting. Usage will be 3 months max – more likely 10 weeks.
National press (3 images) and digital usage, UK only.

Breaking Bread
Lifestyle shots of Hands handling break, breaking bread, loading
bread into a basket, need to look like it's in the USA not a foreign
country.

Kale Prep, Lifestyle
Picking kale, washing kale, loading kale into a bin, watering kale,
breaking kale apart

Scenes from Above, with Human Element
We are looking for images of unexpected views, shot from above
(perpendicular to the ground or close to it). Variety in setting is
important – we'd like to create a set of images – ie, rural, urban,
business or organic scenes. The images all need have a human or
implied human presence. Images should be as close to realistic as
possible – no strange lighting, heavy photoshop or CGI. If any
moving image versions are available that would be a major plus!
Images will be used across all types of media: print, digital, etc.
Usage rights of at least 1 year (ideally more) for use at least
Europe-wide.

Musicians and Colorful Street Life in DC
I am working on a project that needs 2 salon walls infuenced by
music. Wall one is B&W photos of musicians - preferably wellknown. Can also show that jazz/ lounge-singer/club scene. Images
that are "old-fashioned" or vintage and candid are great. Although
the images are in B&W, images that are of more modern-day
musicians from the DC area, such as Tupac, are also welcome.
Both action photos and portraiture will be considered. The second
wall is of colorful, urban photography that focuses on the vibrant
life of the DC area. Graffti or abstract photography is welcome.
Included on this wall will be local musicians, favor, instruments.
Model release required for all recognizable faces & artwork.

ASSIGNMENT: Architecture Shot
Open to Premium and Explorer Plus Subscribers only. Upgrade to
participate. We need a professional shot of our building in
Chelsea, MA. Need the building to look as sexy as we can.
Including a shot of our NY location so you can see the level we're
hoping to achieve, though we understand the location and
surroundings pose defnite challenges.

Sri Lanka: An Amazing Diving Underwater Image
I'm looking for a sensational underwater / diving shot, taken in Sri
Lanka - doesn't matter where.

Multi-Diverse Small Business Owners
We’re looking for small business owners actively involved in their
the business of their business. They can be bakers, construction
company owners, artists, massage therapists, shop owners, tattoo
artists, chefs, wig shop owners, or any other of the thousands of
businesses that keep the world economy moving. -Single person
(ok to have others in background) and they’re engaged. -No white
cycs, please. -Horizontal layouts are preferable and if the subject is
right dominant, even better. -Mediterranean: olive skin countries
include: Turkey, Egypt Morocco, Greece, Saudi Arabia, UAE -Asia
(general) countries include: Vietnam, Japan, South Korea, China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand

A day from a frst person perspective. (See refs
images)
I am looking for 7 pictures for one of our clients. We are following
a consumer through her day to day life and need a picture from
her key places. The consumer doesn´t have to be in the pic. Its
more her view into each room. Pics: -Sleeping room -Bathroom
(no sterile hotel room / no design bathroom) vivid with
decoration and bathroom items. -Breakfast table (in kitchen or
living room). Should have breakfast on the table.- Morning light
would be superb. -Way to the offce (subway/ bus)/ can include
people -Offce (can include people doesnt have to) -Coffee shop
(can include people in the coffee shop) -Living room Of course it
would be great to have different day light as she is moving through
the day, but much more importantly the picture should have the
same style and common style- Visual World: modern, aspirational
- but no luxury. vivid/ inhabited (no hotel room or furniture
house). NO "shabby chick„ as it represents specifc socioeconomic character. - shouldn’t be typical european or Germany.
It should have an international look. This means no cultural break.
We should be able to show it to clients form different cultural
backgrounds. Please no typical stock footage with super staged
models and over lit pics. It should have as well kind of a natural
lightning. Recognisable faces and places must be released. I
attached a few reference images - in what direction it could go.
Additional: You don´t have to see the woman in the image. It
should not be specifc from one consumer. Therefore its very
important it can be used cross cultural. She is basically looking into
her space (bedroom, bathroom, breakfast). SO NO PEOPLEPeople can be part of the scenery but not in the centre (offce,
café, subway)

Mexico, both Caribbean and Pacifc side
Instead of getting real specifc like I've done with the past briefs,
I'm starting over-- frst by saying I want you to be a part of our
catalog revolution. I've worked with many of you the past few
years and our catalogs have raised the bar in Vacation Wholesale
due to your wonderful skill set toward imagery. It's about the
message and product we sell, but ALL about the photography that
frst grabs hold of their attention. I am looking for FRESH, NEW,
DYNAMIC, EMOTIONAL imagery that showcases what Mexico is
about and what will get our clients on the plane immediately. Give
me WOW moments. Different perspectives, off-the-beaten-path
paradises, open arms to new cultures, emotional journeys. I've
actually gotten chills from your photography combined with our
copy writing upon opening the frst few pages of our catalogs. I ask
that you help us raise the bar even more while keeping the price
tag down. I'm an artist and respect the art form, but a budget from
Abercrombie and Kent is what we don't have with our catalogs.
Thank you and hope we can work together.

Social Workers with Clients
We're looking for great photos of social workers in a one on one
setting with clients. These should not be overly stocky or posed.
We'd like to see diversity in both the clients and the social
worker. These should look like intimate, personal conversations
but not wrought with emotion.

Energetic New York Lifestyle + Landscapes
****TO SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF YOU MUST GUARANTEE US
THAT YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST
50MB*** NEW YORK - New Yorkers moving through the city
streets with energy and purpose - hailing taxis, walking quickly
through the streets, riding bikes, etc. Images should feel energetic,
'on the move". Talent should be stylish and put together,
entrepreneurial and business like with a personal fair. Males,
females, all ethnicities. - NYC skyline shot from plane, top of
building or high vantage point. The city should look majestic and
the view should be awe-inspiring. Location releases are not
necessary. (*note: we will want to comp a plane into this shot so
there should be ample air and/or negative space in the image) Aerial images of NYC airport with planes on the tarmac, at the
gate, and en route to take off. Planes should be Delta planes or
indistinguishable as other airline. - Landscape images of upstate
New York - lakes, mountains, trees, great outdoors - Performers
on stage at the Rochester International Jazz Festival in upstate NY
(talent releases not required) ****TO SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF
YOU MUST GUARANTEE US THAT YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF
THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST 50MB***

Los Angeles Landscapes + Lifestyle
****TO SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF YOU MUST GUARANTEE US
THAT YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST
50MB*** LOS ANGELES All imagery should have a naturally lit,
warm feel: - Tech like businessmen and businesswomen in a work
space with a start-up, modern vibe - Should be wearing stylish
clothing that entrepreneurs would wear to a modern start up like
offce - Tech like businessmen and businesswomen out in LA
streets - Palm trees against the sky in beautiful light (see attached
'palmtree' image for reference) - Airplane taking off or landing at
LAX at dusk or sunrise - should be Delta plane or unrecognizable
as other airline - Runner or exerciser standing a top canyon
overlooking LA with the glow of the city below (more of a warm
glow than dusk light) - Little girl on swings against blue sky ****TO
SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF YOU MUST GUARANTEE US THAT
YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST 50MB***

Glass Buildings - See References
Looking for a glass structure like the reference image. Needs to
match the perspective. Just needs to be a building, clean with glass.

Blonde Woman Smiling
standing 30s confdence

Kids Playing w/ A Dog
Late summer/Fall - Two kids playing with each other
outdoors/indoors and a dog in the mix. The idea is that the dog
looks like its getting in the middle of some play time.
Chasing/herding kids, trying to be an alpha of the pack.

Authentic parenthood, babies, small children
Multicultural families, natural lighting, authentic expressions,
interesting angle, showing real life, crying babies, messy/dirty,
having a bath, showing intimate moments with children and
parents, gay and lesbian parents, fatherhood / motherhood
themes, tired parents, children tantrums. Releases for recognisable
faces and places a must.

Coastal Lifestyle
We are looking for images of families on the coast and specifcally
the Texas coast. They need to be doing things like fshing, hunting,
walking on a boardwalk, looking at sunsets, sitting by fres, star
gazing, boating, kayaking and beaching.

Arctic Salmon
I need to be sure the species is correct, and not shot in a zoo or
an enclosure. Ideally the photos are dynamic and emotional, as the
client is an advocate for wildlife.

People with Devices (Tablet or Phones)
Hello! Looking for images of people face-timing on a device
(Tablet or Phone). Ideally mother and child chatting with a doctor

Politician-like Figure Without Recognizable Faces
We're looking for a politician talking in front of a large crowd. We
need the following: - White man with dark hair in blue or black
suit (face not important as we can't show faces) - White man with
graying hair in a blue or black suit (face not important as we can't
show faces) - White woman with short blonde or brown hair
wearing pant suits and/or wearing professional blazer (needs to
look like Hillary Clinton in dress and skin tone, face not important
as we can't show faces) We need these fgures in multiple
scenarios: - Talking in front of a crowd of supporters (without
recognizable signage) - Talking in front of a crowd in close
quarters, like at a diner or on the street - Talking in front of a
large crowd in a stadium, feldhouse or auditorium where the
crowd is not in focus - Talking at a podium in front of a crowd,
where the scene closely resembles an organized debate (strong
polish look with blue, red colors) Also would like to see a crowd
shot with an ambiguous fgure speaking in front of them. Like if
they were out of focus or far enough away in terms of perspective
that you couldn't tell who they were. We are not able to show
faces or likenesses of actual candidates, so we need any kind of
image that can set the scene of politics, political campaigns,
primaries, voting, debates and or democracy in general.

Game of Cricket
This will be used to promote the Cricket World Cup but we don't
have licenses to use any team names, brands, or logos. I need
action shots of either generic adult players, or equipment and also
shots of a cricket stadium packed with people and even players but
not to the point where you can recognize team names or logos.
Think Nike, Adidas, and other extreme sports images. Dirt, big
lights, sweat, action.

Face Close Ups & a Mix of Technology"esque"
Creating a piece that is meant to be inspirational and evoke a
sense of pride in working for a particular software and technology
company undergoing change. The core idea is to take a fresh look
at things with a visionary look towards the future. The blending of
physical and digital worlds and the limitless opportunities for
reinvention. Ideally looking for video footage, but there will be a
blend of stills and video

LGBT Community
Travel images of LGBT individuals and couples enjoying global
travel. Image style needs to match our existing visuals. Age range
should be 45+. Tours take place in: Britain, Ireland, Europe, USA,
Canada, India, Asia, North Africa and Eastern Mediterranean

People Using Electricity in Their Lives
Anything from household to medical to industrial.

URGENT - Shots Conveying 'Choice Matters'
Images to represent the concept 'choice matters'

Wide Format of Bokeh Style Images
We are looking for new fresh examples of Bokeh style images for
our client. We are looking for Images that have the following
quality: Bright and saturated color Clean and graphic looking
horizontal format image These images will go on the client's
website and will have copy & design elements placed over it. The
images can be purely abstract or they can be shot in areas that
have to do with the subject matter ( for instance – we could have
a soft focus Bokeh style image that shows an oil rig in the
background or a wind turbine. Marketing Procurement Supply
Chain Utilities 3 groups of images for water, gas, energy Customer
care Budget is $500.00 per image

Changi Airport
Changi Airport. We are looking for everything and anything on the
airport (including its dining, gardens, spas, general architecture,
people’s experience there, as well as the accompanying Crowne
Plaza attached to it).

Fall/Winter Seasonal Lifestyle - Miller Lite
We are looking for fall/winter seasonal imagery of Miller Lite beer.
The image style is similar to the below images, it just has to be
clear it is winter or feel like winter. We are looking for sun fare,
sun burst images. Something that has a lot of white space over top
so we can paint in some sky. Other things would be to have
friends in the picture. People wearing jackets or sweater. Normal
looking people not overly hipster or too over dressed. Drinking
beer would be amazing but if not at least holding something that
could be a bottle so we can edit in a fake bottle. Indoor would be
harder but maybe can work if they are by a window with sun
coming in. Out doors is cool as long as they are in an urban setting
and not in the middle of the woods. a. Bright light source, farey
and back lit b. Light picture in general (not dark or dominated by
dark hues) c. Outdoors or indoors with winter garb… and fre pit
d. More than 2 people (so it looks social, not lonely) e. Beer or
alcohol f. winter clothing ***Talent MUST BE over 25 years of age.

Fun and engaging lifestyle showing shoes
I'm looking for a pic that evokes a sense of fun and is engaging.
Also a focus on shoes in the pic would be good. - Lifestyle, 20s 35s - Must have shoes in there - Sense of motion or wow factor. Please see my ref images for sense of style and locations. - We
particularly like the building shot looking down at the city but are
open to seeing existing images thanks! - All shots don't need to be
close ups - Preferably a horizontal format image *All recognisable
faces and places must be released. Generic looking shoes also
please.

Couple Walking (Near a Bridge)
-Middle aged couple (40's preferably) (or 40/50/60) -Walking away
from the camera -Preferably near or on a bridge

Child/Family Christmas Activities
Children (3–9 years) and/or families doing quintessential preChristmas activities (e.g. baking cookies, building gingerbread
houses, decorating stockings, cutting down a Christmas tree,
wrapping gifts). Needs to be able to be cropped to a square.
Looking for a natural, lifestyle aesthetic.

Grandparents and Grandchildren - Multi
Generational
Cross processed, instagrammy feel. Not stocky.

Unique, higher education faculty on campus looking
at camera
The shot can be anywhere on campus...in a classroom, lecture hall,
common areas, rooftops, park bench, library, parking lot. Location
doesn't matter...in fact the more diverse the settings the better.
No caps and gowns. No faux laboratory experiments going on.

NEW YORK Blurred Traffc / Speed
I'm looking for images of New York with blurred traffc etc to
convey 'speed' and 'time'. The image needs to look artistic and
atmospheric rather than reportage.

Apple Watches
We are looking to expand our collection of photos of Apple
watches. Still life or on a person. This is an in-house request in
response to buyer demand for this content, rather then a
traditional brief. The approved images will be showcased in
Editor's Picks where they will be available for license and purchase.

Lifestyle, Humanity, Fun Images
Neutral and Light/sparse backgrounds (to accommodate design
treatment). Minimal where possible. (Note: image of family's feet
in the pool from below). Human-centric focus. Humanity, human,
some fun, natural and unique. Library to be built around key areas
around subjects such as: Activities can include working, playing,
lifestyle - but all have to be focus on people. Categories - Men .
Women Couples Family Education Small Business Manufacturing
Science Health care Final asset library to comprise 100 or so total
images.

Adults with Spoons on Nose - Pro Bono
Feed America Campaign 18 and up Any ethnicity 1 person in the
shot (facing camera) Close-up Person should be balancing a spoon
on their nose (without using hands if possible) Can be any kind of
spoon (plastic, silver…) Person should not look too serious (this is
a fun gesture) Location: Can be inside or outside Background
should not be too busy Needs to work vertically, also working
horizontally would be a bonus.

Basements in People's Houses
We are trying to fnd a basement that looks like it's in someone's
house. it should be clearly underground, ideally with stairs down
into it in shot or with those high up windows you get
underground. It should have props that make it clear it is in the
home - maybe a sofa, or a washing machine - and ideally some sort
of hobby bits - a pool table, a train set, a games console etc.

Ordinary People Caught in the Act - Not Posed
Ordinary people caught in the act. Not posed. Avoiding smiling
faces. European or British settings. All ages. All genders. All
ethnicities. Inside or outside. at home or work. Not shot from
distance. All recognisable faces and places should be released.

Couple Driving into the Sunset in Electric Car
Something very similar to reference image. If images submitted
include identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic
works you must have a signed model or property release.

Music Lifestyle
We are looking for around 10 images of "Music lifestyle" for the
Spinnup Website. We need shots of musicians, music fans,
instruments, musicians performing, band practice, etc. Any music
based images will be considered but they must be positive,
uplifting, inspirational and aspirational. If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release.

URGENT: Wealth, Success, The Good Life
Client is a private bank based in the UAE. Images should suggest
wealth and success but in a way that's confdent and subtle rather
than over the top or cheesy.

Living Room Ransacked By Pet
We need a scene from a home setting (apartment preferred, but
houses are OK too) where it’s clear that a pet has run amok.
Shredded couches, food spills, paw prints are all fair game. Pet
does not need to be in the scene. If a pet is in the scene, a dog is
preferred. Preference towards wider/medium focal length wholeroom shots over detail oriented close-ups. No people.

Operating room / ER Room
Clean, brightly lit operating room, no patients, no people. No
doom, no gloom. Modern, high tech instrumentation a plus.
Interesting perspectives emphasizing the operating table preferred.
Wider perspective full room shots encouraged.

High Tech Work Environment
Server rooms, clean rooms, robotics labs, microscopes, imaging
devices.

London Finance Work Environment
Trading foors, fnancial analyst bullpens, corner offces with a
view. London based a huge plus, NYC ok in a pinch if it isn’t too
recognizable. Model release required on all recognizable faces.

A Waiting Room with 4 to 6 People
Straight on or nearly so. diverse mix of adults, no children. could
be a medical setting but not mandatory. positive, engaged, upbeat
but not all smiling in your face.

Social Occasions
Setting: Social occasion (home, bar, club) Tone: Upmarket but not
formal, smart but cool Character: Irreverent, edgy, energetic, not
posed Guide images: The attached imagery is a guide for the 'style'
of photography we're looking for ONLY. The tone is wrong as it's
far too 'grungey' but the informal, reportage approach with the
natural, unforced energy is right. Essentially, we need a more
premium subject matter but in this style. All recognisable faces and
places must be released.

Muscle Cars/Cool Cars From Specifc Angle
I need muscle cars or simply a cool car shot from the driver's side
showing the front seat a bit. Needs to be a specifc angle. See
photo examples. The old-fashioned red convertible is how close I
need it to be where you see some seat (it is too old-fashioned
though). The other cars are too far away but are the "style" of car
I need. A badass, cool car! Vintage is strongly preferred. Can be a
convertible or hardtop. Window MUST be down in the car

Melbourne (Australia) Night Life
Imagery of people, enjoying Melbourne's night life. Late night
restaurants, cafes, bars, galleries, the CBD, Federation Square, St
Kilda, Fitzroy etc. The imagery should evoke fun and energy
(without people that look drunk!). It should include a number of
people and not be too dark/scary/lonely. Must have model release.

Instagram-like People Around a Fireplace in a Hotel
--> Image needs to be straight on shot of freplace burning in a
lobby at a low/mid-level hotel (i.e Choice Hotels, Holiday Inn,
Hampton Inn) --> People should be around the fre but cannot
obstructing the view of the fre itself. --> The fnal output will have
animated fre so subjects cannot be in front of fame, only around.
--> People should be interacting with each other, looking in each
other’s direction. Imaged needs to show a moment of joy but
cannot look overly laughy, cheesy or happy.

VENICE
I'm after atmospheric / beautiful / perhaps a little unusual shots for
Venice. I'm not looking for all the 'classic' views of Venice,
something more editorial and artistic / graphic would be preferred.

Street Tango in Argentina
Ideally our shot will be at in the street and show a deep
connection between the two dancers. Candid is a must, anything
posed will be disregarded. It must be in a uniquely Argentinian
setting, unfortunately we will not be able to use generic tango
images. *Images will need to be landscape and 5000px at least and
be royalty free. **All recognisable faces and places should be
model released

Moments / Lifestyle Needs
Talent: All ethnicities, kids or adults up to mid-30’s. Autumn: Dog or person jumping in leaves - Frost on tree branches or
leaves - Friends or Family baking in the kitchen - Friends and / or
family Thanksgiving Dinner Winter - Hot Cocoas in front of a fre
- Someone bundled in too many blankets - Feet wearing thick
socks in front of the freplace - Coat rack with winter jackets,
boots and gloves - Hot Drink in Glass Mug - Person struggling with
snow suit - Snowman being built - Snowball Fight - Dog running in
snow - Friends Sledding - Person Snowboarding - Icicles Someone fring of a roman candle - Couple kissing at midnight Person running / Exercising - Healthy Meal - New Year’s Day Someone holding up a dollar bill - Kid’s Handmade Valentimes Cute Couple sitting on a stoop - Goofy Person holding a rose in
mouth - Valentine’s Day Spring: - Person setting a clock ahead Person holding up a fresh bouquet of tulips or crocuses - Tulips or
daffodils in a mason jar at a restaurant - Person sitting on a porch
swing - Snow melting - Person posing in rain with umbrella Person posing in rain without umbrella - Person jumping in puddle
- Person riding bike - Young people Jumping into lake - Person
drinking lemonade in the park - Young person making a mess
eating ice cream - Friends gathered around beach bonfre - Young
people at picnic doing something silly with food. Overhead shots
of the device visible so we can drop in photos - Pies in a kitchen,
phone taking photo - Dog wearing scarf - Rustic Road or forest,
phone searching “leaves” or “trees” - Overhead shots of the
device on table, desk setting

Locations in Seoul, Korea
We are doing an article about the best places to visit while in
Seoul. We are looking for photos of the following locations:
Hyundai Music Library- We are looking for photos of the interior
and exterior. It would be great to see photos of details within the
interior. Wolhyang- We are looking for photos of the interior of
this bar. We will be mentioning the speciality moonshine made
there so it would be great to see it. Peer- We'd like photos of the
interior and exterior of the coffee shop. We will be mentioning
the art exhibitions that happen there so we'd like to see that as
well. Parc- We'd like to see photos of the interior and exterior of
the restaurant. Leeum- We'd like to see photos of the interior and
exterior of the space. Ideally the photos are no older than two
years. Please label them.

Action Shots of A Claims Adjuster Surveying Damage
Surveying damage after a natural disaster

Millennials Getting into a Car/Driving
OR, car interiors showing a smartphone near console. Model
release required.

Young Couple Moving Into A House.
Instagram-like

Employees Looking At A Big Dynamic Data Screen
Dashboard containing real-time data and video.

URGENT-Luxury Interiors
We are an executive search frm with experiential executive
retreat services. Themes of images needed: Blues, Corporate,
Professional, Masculine

Balloons Taken at Disney World
I'm looking for a photograph of Disney Balloons (a colored Mickey
Mouse head balloon inside a clear balloon) taken at Disney World.

Family/Couple Traveling in Europe
Normal looking family or couple (should be very average looking,
even overweight is ok not model looking) on a vacation in an
obvious location like posing in front of the Eiffel Tower or some
other international, famous location

Yotam Ottolenghi, Nopi, Recipes, Restaurants
Portraits of Yotam Ottolenghi Photos of the restaurants, Nopi,
Ottolenghi Spitalfelds, Ottolenghi Notting Hill and Ottolenghi
Islington. Photos of the recipes, dishes As wide an edit as possible

RUM - IN-SITU SHOT, NO PEOPLE
I'm looking for a great main shot for an article about Rum. I'm
after something that has a sense of place, a shot in-situ. Could be
at a Jamaican bar etc. something that hints of a hot summer
holiday in Jamaica. Without people would be best though… drink
on bar, beach in background or jamaican decor, gorgeous light,
that sort of thing...

Summer Scandinavian Sauna
The traditional Swedish sauna experience. People socialising,
chatting in a traditional wooden sauna. Birch branches, steam
rising from hot rocks, laughter. Summer rather than snow and ice.
Essential criteria here is great local characters. Portraits that tell
stories. They need to feel inspirational, desirable.

Drivers in Cars in India
A photograph of a driver inside of a car, in India. Seatbelt is on.
Picture can also be outside of the car, leaning on the car, or
standing next to the car.

Cityscape at Dawn
Image of a city (could be anywhere worldwide), the city is waking
up. beautiful sunlight coming in, from the perspective of the street
or looking off of a rooftop. Not a directly aerial, top down or
drone perspective. Feels human.

Bike Messenger in Motion
Photograph of a bike messenger on a bike, in motion. Clearly see
the biker in focus. Motion blur in the background. Feels like a city
in the background.

Maasai Tribespeople in Tazania
Need strong and engaging photo of Maasai person or people in
Tanzania for cover of travel company catalog. Image quality needs
to be top notch. The image should capture a moment and give us a
glimpse into the life of another culture. These should be real
people engaged in everyday activities. Dress should be traditional.
Dimensions of the book are about 10.75"x12" printed. Horizontal
images will be considered if they can accommodate this format.
There should be room for a bleed and space for a masthead and
tagline. Branding guidelines: • Images should be authentic looking
and dramatic - capturing a moment photojournalistic style • Images
should have a natural quality - lighting and atmosphere • Images
should be in sharp focus, from foreground to background. Avoid
excessive motion blur or "soft" focus Model release required for
all recognizable faces.

Sound-System Party in Jamaica
I am looking for any photos of a Sound System party/dance taking
place in Jamaica. These are the DJ-led parties that take place in the
streets or on lawns, and the majority of party-goers are locals.
Please only send images that were taken in Jamaica.

African Landscape with Safari truck and people
I'm looking for a jeep/safari truck in an African landscape, long
grass, people looking away from the camera into the distance
taken in beautiful evening light. I need a pic of two lions in log
grass too. It may be possible to comp together elements of the
landscape, i.e. lions (in foreground) and truck into landscape and
perhaps comp in additional trees etc if needed. Usage: ATL/BTL
Global for 1 year.

Men/groups being active (Various images, see list)
1. Man carrying large dog 2. Man doing the muddy run 3. Man
falling off surf board (in wave if possible) 4. Man at Tomato
throwing festival 5. Man doing the Colour Run 6. Dad
holding/playing with kids (maybe 2 or more kids hanging off him).
7. Couple of group of friends pushing car or van - holiday shot 8.
Man/couple/group carrying loads of bags at festival

Japan In Snow (with preferably Woman in Kimono
OR skier)
We are looking for a beautiful Cover image for a popular
newspaper supplement magazine It has to be Japan in deep snow
with preferably model or woman in Kimono. Could be a skier.
Please see attached examples.

Two Champagne Glasses Toasting
Preferably dark background, hands of two women, warm and
inviting

Installing Solar Systems
People holding solar panels, people on the roof with solar panels,
this photo is all about installing and maintaining solar systems on
residential roofs.

A Fireplace in a Hotel Lobby
--> Image needs to be straight on shot of freplace burning in a
lobby at a low/mid-level hotel (i.e Choice Hotels, Holiday Inn,
Hampton Inn) --> People should be around the fre but cannot
obstructing the view of the fre itself. --> The fnal output will have
animated fre so subjects cannot be in front of fame, only around.
--> People should be interacting with each other, looking in each
other’s direction. Imaged needs to show a moment of joy but
cannot look overly laughy, cheesy or happy.

SF Urban Skylines, Buildings, Interiors, Street,
People
Looking for images and videos in a "Gotham" style for a social
media project to tell a murder mystery crime story set in the city
(ambiguously SF) but featuring lots of mood, environment, and
object shots in a consistent style. We want to build a library of
shots that can then be used by authors in building the story. The
library will need to include: 1. Mood shots from the city such as
beautiful skylines, building exteriors, city life, bustle, moments,
people, humorous, dramatic, quirky, etc. 2. Murder Scene Shots: 510 staged homicide murder scenes with the body under wraps so
that it is abstracted, but helps establish where the crime has
occurred from different angles, etc. Some staging/set but can be
hasty and extemporaneous as the whole point is to be gritty and
real with a consistent style. 3. Murder Scene/Key Scene
Walkthroughs: set of photos where murders have occurred to
help establish the setting and environment as the detectives
explore the scene. Similarly, walk-throughs/details from what
could be key witness interview settings (mansion, house, shack,
apartment, etc.) 4. Interior Moments: interesting details/moments
from interiors of buildings (police station, interrogation rooms,
coffee room, break room, men's room, train station, rental car
place, beautiful house, etc.) that is idiosyncratic and interesting to
share. 5. Everyday Objects/Moments: objects that can be props for
storytelling and character exploration in a way that photos are
used on text messages/social media. Donuts, spilled coffee to show
a disaster, broken pen, great pen, clipboard, stack of notes,
basically everyday objects that could be woven into a story. All
photos have to have a consistent visual style so they belong to the
same "family" - loosely similar to the TV show "Gotham". We are
looking to timebox the time from a photographer and get a good
spread of shots belonging to these different categories that can
create the bank that Authors can then draw from. Quality has to
be distinct POV and style but not overly artistic or over-produced
given gritty, real feel of the medium.

Race Track Crowd Shot
We’re looking for crowd shots at race tracks shot from afar.
Open to all angles. Shot during the day. What's in the foreground
does not matter. Sample imagery attached. We’ll also handle
blurring the peeps and scrubbing any brands off of any image we
chose to move forward with.

Child Blowing Bubbles - See Reference
Looking for an image of a child blowing bubbles to replace the
attached, something as close to this as possible. Similar angle,
background, even child if possible. Can be a boy or a girl /
androgynous / not fully noticeable as in the example.

Wealthy People in Their Daily Activities
Images that would make customers, in a similar fnancial position,
see themselves in whatever they're doing, wherever they're
hanging, or wearing. Images with emotion and life are best,
thinking a street fashion blogger / W magazine but of the wealthy.
Let's avoid anyone famous or recognizable.

Upscale Country Club Living
Need approx 3 images which show people enjoying life. They will
be used to represent the kind of life experienced at a high-end
community. Needs to be able to pass for Florida so no mountains
in background. Can be a couple hanging out, going golfng, having a
casual bite to eat at the club. Can show an extended family that
will represent a family get together. Can be a parent and child,
having fun, maybe golfng or afterwards. The main thing is that it
captures a real moment, not staged. Natural warm Florida light.
There can be fexibility in subject matter as long as the people
look like the people one would run into in a high-end country club
community. They have wealth, but they are relaxed and casual.
Not dressed up or formal. Must be comfortable. Model released.

Woman Drinking Coffee After Exercising
We’re looking for a photograph of a 25-35 year old woman in
unique workout gear. She’s got individuality. Not a cookie-cutter
gym rat. She adds fourishes to her outft that others might
question (bright colors, mismatched designs, interesting hair style,
funky hat, etc.). We see her post workout enjoying a cup of coffee.
She could be at home or on the streets in an urban environment.
There’s a feeling of irony in the composition. She would stand out
in a yoga class or on the jogging trail. Overall notes: The goal of
the shoot is to capture someone totally comfortable in their own
skin and that they don't care what others think. They're a unique
individual and proud or it. Casting notes: Ideally Hispanic female
25-35; fresh-faced, ft but not hyper ft or supermodel; unique
haircut or longer hair with potential to style for post-workout,
subtle tattoos ok, hip youthful sensibility a plus. Wardrobe notes:
Hip late fall/winter workout wear, with a hint of irony. Outft
needs to have some unexpected fourishes...think ironic winter hat
(this runs in January), silly patterns, crazy socks, goofy gloves. It's
important that the person look unique and free spirited.

Music Festival - vibrant images
Music Festival - mass of people - celebration - ensure people are
not recognizable - summer festival - colour - Generic. Location
should not be identifable. - To resonate with music audience

Green, Environmental Imagery
THINK GREEN Images that symbolize the “Think Green”
category: renewable and alternate energy sources, scientifc
research, recycling, planting trees, caring for the environment,
cleaning up our waters and air, protecting our wildlife, saving
money by conserving on energy and food costs, buying/growing
organic, etc. Looking for colorful, pleasing images with or without
people. Nothing too “preachy” or negative. Horizontal only.

Everyday Lives of People w/ Parkinsons
Description: We are looking for images of people who have
Parkinsons disease. Candid, subtle, natural imagery. Something
relatable and empowering for other patients who suffer the same.
People must be model released.

Everyday Lives of People w/ Epilepsy
Description: We are looking for images of people who have
epilepsy. Candid, subtle, natural imagery. Something relatable and
empowering for other patients who suffer the same. All
recognizable faces must be model released.

Solar Home
We need a photo of a home with solar panels, nothing too
extravagant or overly moder. We would like it to be a house that
is not specifc to a region of the country, a sort of all american
home with solar panels.

High Energy Concert Photo
From fans/"in the pit" perspective. Lots of ambient smoke a HUGE
plus. Main focus/subject on a lead singer (but not recognizable)
screaming/emotively singing. Should feel loud, aggressive. Mid song.
Raised hands and other indicators of the crowd/ in silhouette a
plus. Model release required for all recognizable faces.

London Rail/Underground “Off-Hours”
Shots without people. Well-lit, not creepy, just currently empty
tunnels, stations and turnstiles. A lull in the commute. Must be
London.

Excited Woman
looking for single woman preferably on seamless. 20's-30 yrs. Shot
should be on the tighter side, as we're only going to use it
shoulders up. eyes open. Model release required for all
recognizable faces.

New Parents-See Details
Looking for a set of photos of the same couple. 750 dollars for up
to 6 images. Persona: -Bill and Melinda are married with two
young children in elementary school. -Bill accepted a job as a local
community college administrator. -Bill and Melinda built a giant
clubhouse in their backyard. They host weekly get-togethers and
their house has become the cool neighborhood hangout spot.
-LifeGoal: Give our children the quintessential “hometown”
upbringing Set of photos should feel like it is one person/family’s
story about achieving their life goals. Instagram look/feel/style to
images. Must be model released.

Single Dad-See Details
Looking for a set of photos of the same person. 750 dollars for up
to 6 images. Persona: -James is a 40 year-old single father of
Briana, his 17 year-old daughter. -Has a job that pays well, but
doesn’t interest him. -Daughter is almost fnished with high school,
he knows that she will be able to attend college with fnancial
freedom. -LifeGoal: Pay for my daughter’s college. Set of photos
should feel like it is one person/family’s story about achieving their
life goals. Instagram look/feel/style to them. Must be model
released.

Female Millennial-See Details
Looking for a set of 6 photos of the same woman. 750 dollars for
up to 6 images Persona: -28-year-old associate at a law frm in
Boston that's fnancially secure. -She’s in a long-term relationship
but lives alone. -Takes vacations internationally and has fun with
her friends. -LifeGoal: Collect postcards from at least one country
in each continent. Instagram look/feel/style to photos. Must be
model released. Set of photos should feel like it is one
person/family’s story about achieving their life goals.

Small Business Owner-See Details
Looking for a set of 6 photos of the same woman. 750 dollars for
up to 6 images Persona: -54 year old woman and is the proud
owner of a successful restaurant in town that she built from the
ground up. -She lives in Richmond, VA with her husband George
and their two cats. -Her 26-year old twin boys live in the same city
and are fnishing up their MBAs at the local university. -LifeGoal:
Turn the family restaurant into a family franchise. Instagram
look/feel/style to them. Set of photos should feel like it is one
person/family’s story about achieving their life goals. Model
Released.

Venice - A Photo Essay (Multiples images needed)
Have you been to Venice recently? Have you got a compilation of
photographs that might ft the bill? I am looking for 3 or more high
end glamorous lifestyle type shots that give the idea that Venice is
the must go to, glitzy, glamorous destination of the moment! The
Canals, boat trips , the Bars, the sights.... with style!

Fantasy Enchanted Forest & Props
We are looking for various images comparable to Alice in
Wonderland but slightly more realistic (not Disney like images or
models styled in the costumes). A similar style mood as seen on
the
website
of
http://kirstymitchellphotography.com/portfolio/shell-wait-shadowssummer/ Also accessories in bright (not darkened or evil) forest
such as butterfies, birds, a magician, elves, dwarfs, fairies,
mushrooms, fowers (not scientifc fower images), rabbitt (not
Easter bunny though), a princess or fairy but more pretty tea cups
and tea pots (not cartoon-like, but more romantic/realistic), all in a
setting of a beautiful bright forest..

African American Casual Business Woman
Looking for a woman who is looking at the camera with a smile on
her face, but NOT TOO HAPPY. The photo should be natural and
not be on a white background.

London, UK-Specifc Places
Soho, London showing an edgy street scene that is being replaced
by gentrifed upcoming community. St. Paul's Cathedralwhispering galleries Glasgow shots taken since 2013, looking more
appealing than London London cabs The Francis Cllick Institute
Mayor Boris Johnson lookalikes Level 39 Eric van der Kleij British
Broadcasting Corporation Bike riders, boho look in London
newsstands with Tatler, The Bystander Detox Kitchen- Lily
Simpson

The Caribbean - Family Lifestyle
Present the Caribbean in an unexpected manner that surprises
people by showing unique cultural adventures, nature, wildlife, and
excursions above and below the sea. Stay away from the expected
shots of boats, food, beaches, etc. Photography will elicit emotions
that come from an adventure: excitement, curiosity and
anticipation. Looking for a range of ages from kids to 40somethings. Needs to be model released and where applicable,
location released.

Macro Shot of Pupil
Very close up shot of a pupil. Can be color or black and white
image. Lighter color eyes (blue, gray, green) with a lot of contrast
in the fbers of the iris The entire iris should be visible. The eyelid
should not cover the iris at all Preferred iris size - 7500 px X 7500
px Usage is one year worldwide print, online and trade shows

Person Knocking on Front Door
-Imagine an investment person who goes above and beyond.
-Morning time. -Business person making a call to a household.
-Financial planner, etc..

Specifc Portraits
I'm looking for portraits of these specifc people: Nick
Morgenstern (NY) owner of Morganstern's Ice Cream, El Rey
Coffee Bar & Luncheonette and GG's restaurant Liz Lambert
(Austin) owner of Hotel San Jose and Hotel Saint Cecilia in Austin,
Hotel Havana in San Antonio and El Cosmico in Marfa, Texas Jill
Wenger (Seattle + NY) owner of Totokaelo Roman Alonso,
Steven Johanknecht, or Pamela Shamshiri (LA) of Commune
Design (together or individual photos of any of them) John Elliott
(LA) designer Warren Fu (?) video director Dev Hynes (NY) aka
Blood Orange singer/songwriter Tony Fadell (SF) product creator
(iPod), founder and CEO of Nest

Caretaker-See Details
Looking for a set of photos of the same man. Persona: -Steve is 44
years old and lives with his husband Laurence and their 6-year-old
daughter, Lenore, who was recently diagnosed with a skeletalmuscular disorder. -Steve manages a music store and occasionally
plays piano at local gigs. -Both Steve and Laurence have dedicated
a great amount of time to build community support and awareness
around their daughter’s condition. -LifeGoal: Start a local charity
beneftting a special needs group. Instagram look/feel/style to
them. Set of photos should feel like it is one person/family’s story
about achieving their life goals. Must be model released.

Golden Girl-See Details
Looking for a set of photos of the same woman. 750 dollars for up
to 6 images. Persona: -Farah is 65-year-old New Englander who
has had a very successful career in marketing. -Farah’s husband has
recently retired from his job as a fnance director of the municipal
park district. -They are parents of three adult children. -Now that
they are both retired, they’ve made plans to buy a winter house in
Florida. -LifeGoal: Buy a house in Florida and become snowbirds.
Set of photos should feel like it is one person/family’s story about
achieving their life goals. Instagram look/feel/style to them. Must be
model released.

Various Images - See attached scamps
A group of surveyors/builder/ engineers, one on the phone,
outside in the UK. Image of a busy restaurant kitchen with
chef/cook on the phone whilst cooking or preparing food and
business man/woman working in business class on a train whilst on
a phone. UK images only. *Must be Released - Recognisable faces
and places We'll consider commissioning also.

Specifc Places/Restaurants in Bogota
I need photos of each of these specifc restaurants in Bogota
Colombia (interiors, exteriors or any of the dishes mentioned):
Monet Brasserie (in the JW Marriott Bogota) the breakfast buffet,
arepas Crepes and Waffes (chain) any of the crepes La Xarcuteria
pastrami sandwich, sausage, any other cured meats Santo Pecado
ajiaco stew La Brasserie steaks, “catch of the day” fsh Astrid y
Gaston any of the ceviches, fsh with quinoa garnishes, crab
fettucini, a “Curubito” pisco sour Club Colombia any brunch
dishes, carimañola fritter Pasteleria Florida (cafeteria) tamales, hot
chocolate, cocadas pasteries Cafeteria Rausch Brothers salmon
tartare, chicken Milanese, coffee with chocolate or fruit mousse
Andrés Carne de Res dance foor, live music, servers Harry Sasson
Restaurant steaks, fsh, cashew shrimp, lobster Japanese-style Leo
Cocina y Cava oxtail stew, tuna flet garnished with fried ants
(culonas)

Peyote
Any photos of Peyote (plant-based drug used both traditonally and
recreationally by natives in northern Mexico and the southern US).

Moab Under Canvas Camp in Moab, Utah
Any photos of Moab Under Canvas camp in Moab, Utah. (this is a
luxury campsite in Utah).

A couple or family in Paris, London or New York
I'm looking for photos of a couple/Family in Paris, London or New
York. I prefer a photo of a couple in their Honeymoon in Paris,
taken in well known location with a Parisian monument behind.
Other photos can be good also. It should be sunset light (Golden
hour), but I can consider using other light situations also. You can
see the attachments below as example for what I need:

Woman refecting on her fertility
Modern woman looking out the window, refecting, contemplating.
Couple talking, discussing. Pregnant women. Finding out she's
pregnant, couples embracing, smiling. Natural light, candid,
authentic feel. Needs to feel Australian (backgrounds, seasons etc)
* Releases important for all recognisable faces and places.

Courtroom
I am redesigning a website for a high-end law frm. I need sexy
shots of a courtroom, courthouse, jury, and any image that has to
do with litigation. Any gorgeous shots of the Supreme Court
would be great.

Artistic Bird Shots (Swallows/ Swifts/ Antbirds)
Migrating or a single bird. Very artistic. Not straight documentary
style.

MUST BE SHOT ON CANON: Newborn Baby
Newborn Baby - has to be shot on a Canon camera and lens. If the
baby could be just born but wrapped up or clothed with a peaceful
expression. Must be model released.

Person on a Diving Board
Bird eye view. Straight on shot.

10 Christmas Images. Specifc, see list. URGENT
Overall, the images need to be either close-in macro detail or
people with space around them. Ideally nicely shot images and
nothing cheesey please. 1. Santa's Little Helpers Tesco colleagues
in store handing out good samples, helping with shopping, chatting
to customers 2. Tree Me Christmas tree being lugged up stairs Or
close up of tree with decoration 3. Wrap while you shop Close up
wrapping paper and ribbons 4. Taste on the spot Unwrapped
Stilton or mince pie 5. Podcast cook-a-long Radio in a kitchen or
Person in a kitchen busy preparing food 6. Pimp my Christmas
Extravagantly decorated table Christmas cake with jazzy topper 7.
Leftovers Calculator Turkey and Brussels sprout sandwich on a
plate 8. 100 sleeps till Christmas Close up advent calendar 9.
Helpful Tills Close up Batteries Or close up Sellotape 10.
Christmas Learner Badge Letter L on a badge Or just the letter L
All recognisable faces must be released.

Unconvention Skylines of North American Cities
Daytime No people Big expansive vistas to more detailed shots of
buildings - ideally with signifcant copy space in the sky. No
recognizable buildings as focal point. Could be aerial shot, through
a window looking at skyline, or view upwards from street level.
Should capture multiple buildings not focus on one.
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